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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Essays in Monetary Economics

by

Andra C. Ghent

Univeristy of California, San Diego, 2008

Professor Graham Elliott, Chair
Professor Valerie Ramey, Co-Chair

In chapter 1, I generate priors for a VAR from a standard RBC model, an RBC

model with capital adjustment costs and habit formation, and a sticky price model with

an unaccommodating monetary authority. The response of hours worked to a TFP shock

di¤ers sharply across these models. I compare the accuracy of the forecasts made with

each of the resulting VARs. The economic models generate similar forecast errors to one

another. However, the models generally yield forecasts that are quite competitive both

with those made using an unrestricted VAR and with those made using a VAR with

shrinkage from a Minnesota prior.

In chapter 2, I look at the reaction of stock markets to macroeconomic news.

It is well known that U.S. monetary policy is well-approximated by a Taylor rule. This

suggests a reason why good macroeconomic news sometimes depresses equity returns:

good news about the real side of the economy implies tighter future monetary policy. I

test this hypothesis by assessing the e¤ect of news on equity returns after controlling for

changes in expectations of future monetary policy using Fed Funds Futures data. The

xiv



results do not support the theory. Furthermore, the negative response of stock markets

to unanticipated in�ation is unchanged by controlling for changes in monetary policy

expectations.

In chapter 3, I ask why monetary contractions have strong e¤ects on the hous-

ing market. The chapter presents a model with staggered housing adjustment in which

monetary policy has real e¤ects in the absence of any rigidity in producer pricing or

wages. Limited participation in �nancial markets leads to a rise in the real mortgage

rate following an increase in the nominal short rate. Since households must take on

a mortgage to consume housing, the rise in the real interest rate reduces the share of

residential investment in output.

xv



1 Comparing Models of Economic Fluctuations: How Big are the Dif-

ferences?

1.1 Introduction

Several recent papers have called into question the plausibility of the technology-

driven business cycle. Gali (1999) sparked this discourse when he found that, for the

majority of the G7 countries, hours worked fall following a technology shock. He esti-

mated a VAR of the �rst di¤erences of hours and labor productivity and then restricted

one of the shocks to have no e¤ect on the long-run level of labor productivity identi-

fying the other shock as the technology shock. However, Christiano, Eichenbaum, and

Vigfusson (CEV) (2003) and Altig, Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Linde (ACEL) (2004)

estimate similar empirical models but use hours in levels in their VARs. Despite the

failure of ADF tests to reject the null of a unit root in hours per capita, they discuss

several sensible reasons for this speci�cation. Using this speci�cation, both CEV and

ACEL �nd that hours rise following a technology shock.

Francis and Ramey (2005a) perform a series of robustness checks on the results

in Gali (1999), including adding control variables and verifying that the technology shock

identi�ed is exogenous rather than capturing monetary shocks, oil shocks, or war dates.

Consistent with the results above, they �nd that changing only how hours enter into the

VAR changes the sign of the e¤ect of technology shocks on hours. However, they �nd that

the technology shock identi�ed using the hours-in-di¤erences speci�cation is exogenous

while the technology shock found using the hours-in-levels speci�cation is Granger-caused

by all three alternative shocks and thus conclude that their results corroborate Gali�s.1

These results highlight the di¢ culties in using SVARs to distinguish between

economic models. While SVAR analysis is surely a useful check on DSGE models, the

impulse response functions (IRFs) from such models are often imprecisely estimated

(Erceg, Guerrieri, and Gust, 2005; Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan, 2005). Further, the

1Recent contributions to this debate also include Fernald (2004), Pesavento and Rossi
(2005), Francis and Ramey (2005b), and Basu, Fernald, and Kimball (2006).

1
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relationship between a �uctuation in a DSGE model and in an SVAR is unclear and in

some cases the IRF from an SVAR does not correspond with that from the economic

model (Fernandez-Villaverde, Rubio-Ramirez, and Sargent, 2007). A �nal problem with

relying exclusively on SVARs to test theories is that many structural models are consis-

tent with the �nding that, for instance, a technology shock raises or lower hours worked.

Improving our understanding of economic �uctuations will eventually require the ability

to more �nely discriminate between models.

Given the problems with SVAR analysis discussed above, and the importance

of resolving this debate for our understanding of �uctuations, it is useful to consider

an alternative way of approaching the question. To this end, I use recently developed

Bayesian econometric techniques to compare the performance of four contrasting models

of economic �uctuations, two of which predict that hours decline following a technology

shock and two that generate an increase in hours. Speci�cally, I evaluate a standard

RBC model with indivisible labor and one where Fisher�s (2006) investment-speci�c

technology shocks assume greater importance than the neutral technology shock, both

of which generate an increase in hours following a technology shock. For the models

predicting a decline in hours following a technology shock, I use an RBC model aug-

mented with capital adjustment costs and habit formation and a sticky price model with

an unaccommodating monetary authority.

I follow DeJong, Ingram, and Whiteman (1993), Ingram and Whiteman (1994),

and Del Negro and Schorfheide (2004) in using these models to shrink the parameter

space of an unrestricted VAR towards that of the restricted VAR implied by the economic

model. A tightness parameter, �, controls the weight placed on the model versus the

unrestricted VAR. The VAR(�; i), where i indexes the economic model, is then used

to forecast output, investment, hours, and consumption. This is analogous to using

�T arti�cial observations and T actual observations to estimate the parameters of the

VAR. I also compare the forecasting performance of the VAR(�; i) with a VAR that

uses shrinkage from the uninformative Minnesota prior introduced by Doan, Litterman,
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and Sims (1984) and Litterman (1986). Since it is well-known that the OLS estimator

is inadmissible when the loss function is mean squared forecast error (MSFE) and that

many shrinkage estimators dominate OLS for this loss function (see, for example, Judge

et al., 1985), it is a victory for the model only if the VAR(�; i) outperforms the VAR

with shrinkage using the Minnesota prior.

I �nd little di¤erence in forecast accuracy for output, investment, hours worked,

and consumption across the VAR(�; i) models. While the investment speci�c technology

shocks model gives slightly better forecasts for investment and hours, the improvement

is slight and not robust to alternative estimation windows. The small di¤erences in

forecasting accuracy are in contrast to the models�very di¤erent implications for the

e¤ects of technology shocks.

However, all of the models considered often outperform the Minnesota prior

and unrestricted VARs. The similarity in forecasting accuracy across models seems

to come from the high autocorrelations the models imply, similar implied correlations

between investment and output, and similar implied correlations between investment

and consumption.

To my knowledge, this is the �rst paper to use a Bayesian approach to try

to distinguish between the basic RBC model with that of seemingly distant competi-

tors in forecasting real variables. Other work has used Bayesian techniques to compare

alternative sticky price models: Korenok and Swanson (2005) compare the forecasting

performance of a variety of sticky price models in predicting the output gap and in-

�ation while Rabanal and Rubio-Ramirez (2005) compare the ability of several sticky

price models to reproduce the observed persistence in in�ation, output, and wages by

computing posterior odds ratios. I also build on the literature contrasting the forecasting

ability of priors from DSGE models with the Minnesota prior.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 1:2 brie�y describes

the models under consideration. Section 1:3 describes how to generate priors for the VAR

parameters from the models as well as the speci�cation of the Minnesota prior. Section
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1:4 contains the results and robustness exercises. Section 1:5 discusses the results while

section 1:6 concludes.

1.2 The Models

I consider four models: 1) Hansen�s (1985) RBC model with indivisible labor,

2) a formulation of 1) augmented by habit formation and capital adjustment costs the

exact speci�cation of which follows Beaudry and Guay (1996), 3) a version of 1) where

investment-speci�c technology shocks are of greater importance, and 4) a sticky price

model with a �xed money supply. Models 2) and 4) are two of the models the hours�

debate literature (see Gali, 1999 and Francis and Ramey, 2005) has found capable of

generating a fall in hours worked following a neutral technology shock. The goal of

the paper is not to generate the best possible forecasts possible but rather to compare

models that have very di¤erent implications for the role of neutral technology shocks in

business cycle �uctuations. I therefore choose prior distributions for the parameters in

these models such that, at the mean of the priors, models 2) and 4) generate a decline

in hours worked in the short run in responses to a neutral technology shock contrary

to the prediction of models 1) and 3).2 Furthermore, most of the mass of the priors is

concentrated in regions that have the same directional implications for the reaction of

hours worked.

The models each contain three structural shocks: neutral technology shocks,

government spending shocks, and investment-speci�c technology shocks. Since there are

four observables, to ensure the models are well speci�ed as � �! 1, I add an i.i.d.

measurement error to the observation equation for output to generate the VAR(�; i)

models.

2As noted by Manuelli (2003) and Rotemberg (2003), however, the rise in hours in
models 1) and 3) depends crucially on the immediate di¤usion of the technology shock;
slow di¤usion of the technology shock will instead generate a decline in hours.
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1.2.1 A Standard RBC Model with Indivisible Labor

Now a canonical speci�cation of the RBC model, Hansen�s (1985) model pos-

tulates that, treating government purchases exogenously, and adding investment-speci�c

technology and government spending shocks, the social planner�s problem is

max
fCt;Htg1t=0

E0

1X
t=0

�tu (Ct;Ht; Gt)

= max
fCt;Htg1t=0

E0

1X
t=0

�t [lnCt � Ht + v (Gt)] , � 2 (0; 1) ,  > 0 (1.1)

subject to

Yt=AtK
�
t

�
�tHt

�1��
, � 2 (0; 1) (1.2)

Kt+1= (1� �)Kt + VtIt, � 2 (0; 1) (1.3)

Yt=Ct + It +Gt (1.4)

lnAt= (1� �A) lnA+ �A lnAt�1 + "At , �A 2 (�1; 1) , A > 0, "At ~
�
0; �2A

�
(1.5)

ln gt=
�
1� �g

�
ln g + �g ln gt�1 + "

g
t , �g 2 (�1; 1) , g > 0, "

g
t ~
�
0; �2g

�
(1.6)

lnVt= (1� �V ) lnV + �V lnVt�1 + "Vt , �V 2 (�1; 1) , V > 0, "Vt ~
�
0; �2V

�
(1.7)

where Ct, Ht, Yt, At, Kt, Vt, It, and Gt are consumption, hours worked, output, the level

of neutral technology, capital, the level of investment-speci�c technology, investment,

and government purchases of goods and services �nanced with lump-sum taxes. gt = Gt
�t

represents detrended government spending.

Table 1 summarizes the priors over the DSGE model parameters for the four

models. As is standard in the literature, I assume the parameters are distributed inde-

pendently of one another.3 I set the mean values of A, �, �, and � to 1, 0.36, 0.021,

and 0.99 following Francis and Ramey (2005). The mean of � is set at 1.00055 to be

3See, among others, Ingram and Whiteman (1994), Schorfheide (2000), Rabanal and
Rubio-Ramirez (2005), An and Schorfheide (2007), and Del Negro, Schorfheide, Smets,
and Wouters (2007).
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consistent with the average growth rate of (logged) per capita output in the data. The

mean values of �A, �g, and �V are 0.95, 0.8, and 0.95 with the priors on and �g and �V

being more di¤use than the one on �A. The mean values for the standard deviations

of the shocks, both the three structural shocks and the one measurement error, are all

0:0066. The steady state ratio of government spending to output (which appears in the

log-linearization of the model), g=y, has a mean value of 0:2. The shapes of the priors

are similar to others used in the literature.

1.2.2 An RBC Model with Habit Formation and Capital Adjustment Costs

The second model is identical to that of section 1:2:1 except for the addition of

habit formation and capital adjustment costs. The literature considers several particular

forms for the habit formation and capital adjustment costs; the treatment here follows

Beaudry and Guay (1996) with the functional form of the utility function that of section

1:2:1 and with a deterministic trend in the growth component of technology rather than

the stochastic trend of Beaudry and Guay. The social planner�s problem is thus identical

to that of 1:2:1 with equations (1:1) and (1:4) replaced by

max
fCt;Htg1t=0

E0

1X
t=0

�t [ln (Ct � �Ct�1)� Ht + v (Gt)] (1.8)

Yt=Ct + It + q
(Kt+1 � �Kt)

2

2Kt
+Gt (1.9)

The intuition behind the decline in hours following a technology shock in this

model is as follows: with habit formation, individuals prefer a smoother consumption

path than in the standard model and so increase consumption only gradually in response

to an increase in expected income. In the absence of capital adjustment costs, individuals

spend the increase in expected income on investment to take advantage of the temporarily

higher productivity shock. However, with capital adjustment costs, this aperture is

substantially less valuable and instead individuals spend the windfall on leisure.

The priors over � and q re�ect a compromise between the GMM estimates
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in Beaudry and Guay and the higher values for habit persistence and implied capital

adjustment costs in Jermann (1998), Boldrin, Christiano, and Fisher (2001), and Francis

and Ramey (2005a). Boldrin, Christiano, and Fisher estimate � = 0:9 conditional on

their chosen parameter value for their capital adjustment costs; Jermann (1998) �nds

that � = 0:82 maximizes the model�s ability to match selected moments in the data. I

compromise and set the means of � and q to 0:7 and 25.

1.2.3 Investment Speci�c Technology Shocks

Fisher (2006) studies the possibility that investment-speci�c technological change,

�rst studied to explain long-run growth by, among others, Greenwood, Hercowitz, and

Krusell (1997) and Hulten (1992), can drive business cycles. He �nds that when investment-

speci�c shocks are added to the model, neutral technology shocks account for little of the

variation in hours worked over the business cycle. However, investment-speci�c technol-

ogy shocks generate a signi�cant rise in hours worked, consistent with traditional RBC

models, and thus suggest that the technology-driven theory of the business cycle is alive

and well.

The third model I consider is therefore the exact same model as in section 1:2:1

but the priors on the DSGE model parameters are now such that the investment-speci�c

technology shock has three times as large a variance as the neutral shock, i.e., �V = 3�A.

To guard against the possibility that the results are driven by simply having more overall

variance, I scale down the variance of the neutral technology shock by 2/3rds and keep

the variance of the remaining shocks in the system the same.

1.2.4 A Sticky Price Model with an Unaccommodating Monetary Authority

The sticky price model is relatively standard in the literature and is similar to

the models of Yun (1996), King and Wolman (1996), and Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan

(2000). To be consistent with the models in 1:2:1� 1:2:3, there is a trend in the labor-

augmenting technology of intermediate goods �rms as in Yun (1996). The demand for

real balances arises through inserting money into the utility function, monopolistically
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competitive intermediate goods �rms set their prices in Calvo (1983) -style staggering,

and �nal goods �rms behave perfectly competitively. I also include capital adjustment

costs to be consistent with the sticky price model Francis and Ramey (2005) use.

Speci�cally, there is a continuum of intermediate goods �rms on the interval

[0; 1], indexed by j, each of which produces Yj;t. Perfectly competitive �nal goods pro-

ducers produce the composite commodity consumed by households using

Yt =

24 1Z
0

(Yj;t)
��1
� dj

35
�

��1

(1.10)

where � is the elasticity of substitution between goods. Pro�t maximization yields the

demands for the intermediate goods and the zero pro�t condition implies the price of

the composite good in terms of the price of the intermediate good prices.

The household�s problem is

max
fCt;Ht;MD

t g1t=0
E0

1X
t=0

�t
�
lnCt + ! ln

�
MD
t

Pt

�
� Ht + v (Gt)

�

subject to

Pt
Vt
Kt +M

D
t = (1� �)

Pt
Vt
Kt�1 + rtPtKt�1 + PtWtHt +M

D
t�1

+Tt + PRt � q
(Kt � �Kt�1)

2

2Kt�1
� PtCt � PtTaxt

where MD
t is the household�s date t nominal balances, Ct is units of consumption of the

composite good, Wt and rt are the real wage and rental rates, Tt is transfers from the

monetary authority, PRt are the pro�ts from household�s ownership of �rms, Taxt is

lump-sum taxes paid, gt follows (1:6), and Vt follows (1:7).

Intermediate goods �rms produce goods using Yj;t = AtK
�
j;t

�
�tHj;t

�1�� where
At follows the process given in (1:5). The price stickiness is modeled as simple Calvo price

staggering following the �nding of Korenok and Swanson (2005) that price indexation
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does not improve the performance of the sticky price model for real variables.4 That is,

each period a �rm faces the probability 1� � of being able to change its nominal price.

This leads to the maximization problem

max
Pj;t

Et

1X
k=0

(��)kmt+k (Pj;t �mct+kPt+k)Y dj;t+k

where mct+k is marginal cost and mt+k is the current value of a dollar received by the

household in period t+ k which the �rm treats as exogenous.

The government runs a balanced budget every period, i.e., Gt = Taxt with the

law of motion for gt given by (1:6). The monetary authority follows a k% rule,

M s
t+1 = �M s

t (1.11)

and remits all seignorage revenue to the household. Since the value of � does not a¤ect

the model�s dynamics, � is �xed at 1 for simplicity.

In this model, the proximate e¤ect of a technology shock is to lower the in-

termediate good �rm�s marginal costs. With sticky prices, this drives a wedge between

the real wage and its marginal revenue product. Since households expect the wedge to

decrease over time as prices adjust, they increase their consumption of leisure now. With

a Cobb-Douglas production function, labor and capital are complements such that the

�rm decreases its demand for capital and, in response to this decline in the return to

capital, the household disinvests to satisfy its intertemporal Euler equation until prices

adjust.

There is disagreement in the literature regarding the value of the elasticity of

substitution between goods, �, which must be consistent with a steady-state markup of

price over marginal cost equal to �
��1 : Korenok and Swanson (2005) set it at 11, Chari,

Kehoe, and McGrattan (2000) set it at 10, Yun (1996), Ireland (2001), and Rabanal and

4Note, however, that both Korenok and Swanson (2005) and Rabanal and Rubio-
Ramirez (2005) �nd that price indexation improves the performance of the sticky price
model for in�ation.
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Rubio-Ramirez (2005) set it at 6, while Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005) and

Eichenbaum and Fisher (2004) estimate to be around 3. In the benchmark speci�cation

I set its mean to 6. There is similarly some controversy regarding the value of 1 � �,

the probability a �rm can adjust its price: Bils and Klenow (2004), Eichenbaum and

Fisher (2004), and Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005) both suggest that �rms

reoptimize prices on average once every two quarters implying � = 0:5 while Rabanal

and Rubio-Ramirez (2005) and other earlier work cited by Bils and Klenow (2004) �nd

that �rms reoptimize only every four to seven quarters. I choose the prior such that the

mean value of � is 0:8, implying that �rms readjust prices every �ve quarters.

1.2.5 Impulse Response Functions at Means of Priors

Figure 1:1 presents the theoretical impulse responses for these models at the

means of the priors to a neutral technology shock. The �gure con�rms the posited e¤ects

on hours of neutral technology shocks in each of the models. Furthermore, although of

the models feature a positive response of output, the magnitude of the response in

the �rst ten quarters di¤ers sharply across the three models. Likewise, the responses

of investment are dissimilar across the three models with only consumption showing a

similar shape and magnitude across all three models.

Figure 1:2 shows the models�responses to a shock to government spending in

the three models. Government spending shocks lead to an increase in hours worked and

a fall in consumption due to a wealth e¤ect: as the government is consuming more, there

is less output available for households to consume. See Ramey (2007) for additional

discussion of the role of government in the basic RBC model. While the responses are

usually of the same sign (with the exception of investment), the magnitudes again di¤er

sharply for hours worked and consumption.

Figure 1:3 shows the models�responses to the last structural shock in the model,

an investment-speci�c technology shock. The large capital adjustment costs in HABIT

make that model much less sensitive to investment-speci�c technology shocks than the

other two models.
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To summarize, the theoretical impulse response functions often di¤er in both

sign and magnitude from one another such that the models imply very di¤erent economic

dynamics from one another.

1.3 Incorporating Prior Information

1.3.1 Prior Information from DSGE Models

Let yt, it, ht, and ct denote data on output, investment, hours worked, and

consumption. We are interested in using the models above to generate forecasts from

the model

xt =

pX
i=1

xt�1�i + �0 + ut

where xt = [yt; it; ht; ct], each �i is a 4x4 matrix, and �0 is 1x4.

This system can be written in matrix form as

Y = X�+ u

where Y has rows xt, X = [1; x�1; x�2; ::; x�p] and � =
h
�
0
0; �

0
1; ::; �

0
p

i0
.

Now assume that

u ~ N (0;�u) .

Let ŷt, {̂t, ĥt, and ĉt denote the percent deviations from steady state of output,

investment, hours worked, and consumption as implied by the DSGE models and let

�i denote the vector of DSGE model parameters and the standard deviation of the

measurement error in model i, i = 1; 2; 3; 4. i corresponds to the model discussed in

section 1:2:i. If the DSGE model was precisely the data generating process, conditional

on the parameter the observable data, once detrended, would relate to these quantities

according to

Y �i;tj�i =
�
y�i;t; i

�
i;t; h

�
i;t; c

�
i;t

�
=
h
ŷt + "

MEAS
t ; {̂t; ĥt; ĉt

i
where "MEAS

t is an i.i.d. measurement error.
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In the benchmark version of the model, each data series is linearly detrended

where the detrending is done using only the data available up to the time of the �rst

forecasting period. To date, the more common detrending method used for DSGE-VARs

has been to �rst di¤erence the data (e.g., Del Negro and Schorfheide , 2004; Smets

and Wouters, 2007) or to use models that do not imply anything about the trend and

then add a trend to the VAR (e.g., De Jong, Ingram and Whiteman, 1993; Ingram and

Whiteman, 1994).

The models do however imply what trend growth rates should be - consumption,

output, and investment should be growing at rate ��1 while hours should have no trend.

However, the models were designed primarily to explain deviations from the trends rather

than the trends themselves and so it is unclear they do a good job of explaining the trends

in the data. My benchmark case is to use the models� implications for the deviations

from trend and largely ignore the (erroneous) predictions the models make about the

trends. In section 1:4:4, I consider the case where the trends are left in the data and the

priors are adjusted accordingly.

DeJong, Ingram, and Whiteman (1993) and Ingram and Whiteman (1994) orig-

inated the idea of using prior information from a DSGE model to induce shrinkage. How-

ever, I follow Del Negro and Schorfheide (2004) in using the expectation of the moments

the model would generate, rather than simulating data from the models, a procedure

that would introduce stochastic variation into the estimation, and in specifying the prior

distribution for �u.

Denote by Y �i =
h
Y �0i;1; Y

�0
i;2; :::; Y

�0
i;T

i0
and de�ne X�

i analogously. Conditional

on �, a hyperparameter controlling the tightness of the prior, and the vector of DSGE

model parameters for model i, which I will denote by �i, the prior for � and �u is of the

Inverted-Wishart (IW ) - Normal (N) form, i.e.,

�uj�i~IW (�T��u (�i) ; �T � k)

�j�i~N
�
�� (�i) ;�u 


�
�T�iXX (�i)

��1�
:
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where

��u (�i) = �
i
Y Y (�i)� �iY X (�i)

�
�iXX (�i)

��1
�iXY (�i) ,

�� (�i) =
�
�iXX (�i)

��1
�iXY (�i) ,

�iXX (�i) =E�i
�
X�0
i;tX

�
i;t

�
,

�iXY (�i) =E�i
�
X�0
i;tY

�
i;t

�
,

�iY Y (�i) =E�i
�
Y �0i;tY

�
i;t

�
,

n denotes the number of observed variables, and k = np + 1. �iXX (�i), �
i
XY (�i),

and �iY Y (�i) are generated from the state-space representation of the DSGE models as

described in appendix A.2 of Del Negro and Schorfheide.

The posterior distribution of the VAR parameters is thus

p (�;�uj�i; Y ) = p (�j�i;�u; Y ) p (�uj�i; Y ) p (�i)

where, because of the choice of the Inverted-Wishart - Normal prior,

�ujY; �i~IW
�
(�+ 1)T ~�u (�i) ; (1 + �)T � k

�
�jY;�u; �i~N

�
~� (�i) ;�u 


�
�T�iXX (�i) +X

0X
��1�

with

~� (�i) = ((�+ 1)T )
�1264 �

�T�iY Y (�i) + Y
0Y
�

�
�
�T�iY X (�i) + Y

0X
� �
�T�iXX (�i) +X

0X
��1 �

�T�iXY (�i) +X
0Y
�
375

~� (�i) =
�
�T�iXX (�i) +X

0X
��1 �

�T�iXY (�i) +X
0Y
�

I denote the resulting empirical VAR(�; i) models as RBC, HABIT, ISHOCK, and

STICKY.
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Note that I follow DeJong, Ingram, and Whiteman (1993) here in drawing from

the posterior distribution of the VAR parameters conditional on the prior distribution

of the DSGE model parameters. If one were interested in indirectly estimating the

DSGE model parameters via this method, one could follow the procedure Del Negro and

Schorfheide describe to draw from the joint posterior of the DSGE model parameters and

the VAR parameters. However, the interest of this paper is not in estimating the DSGE

parameters but rather to compare models that di¤er exactly because of the restrictions

they place on the DSGE model parameters.

1.3.2 The Minnesota Prior

Since the OLS estimator is inadmissible for the loss function considered here

(see, e.g., Robert 2001), I compare the forecasting performance of a shrinkage estimator

using the Minnesota prior also known as the Litterman prior. Todd (1984) provides an

excellent intuitive explanation why this estimator often outperforms an unrestricted and

many kinds of structural VARs. Essentially, an unrestricted VAR puts equal likelihood on

all values of the VAR parameters and so does not re�ect even the most naive forecaster�s

true beliefs about the values of the parameters. Since the OLS parameter estimates

are identical to the maximum likelihood estimates for the coe¢ cients of an unrestricted

VAR, the OLS procedure is identical to having a di¤use prior over the coe¢ cients. To see

this, let w, p (�), p (�jw), and l (wj�) denote a vector of data, the prior, the posterior,

and the likelihood function. Then if the econometrician has a di¤use prior over �, i.e.,

p (�) / 1 then

p (�jw) / p (�) l (wj�) .

Structural VARs similarly impose dogmatic priors on some parameters in their

use of zero restrictions while again placing equal weight on all possible values for the

remaining parameters of the model. Both of these procedures are at odds with common

sense and so it is not surprising that professional forecasters using some judgment rather

than formal econometric models were generally able to outperform econometric models
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until the advent of Bayesian VARs (Litterman, 1986).

While many priors not derived from economic theory perform well relative to

unrestricted VARs5, the Minnesota prior of Doan, Litterman, and Sims (1984) and Lit-

terman (1986) has proven di¢ cult to consistently outperform and remains the benchmark

for many analyses (see, for example, Ingram and Whiteman, 1994, Kadiyala and Karls-

son, 1997, Sims and Zha, 1998, and Del Negro and Schorfheide, 2004). This prior posits

that a good �rst approximation of the data is that each series follows a univariate ran-

dom walk. In particular, the coe¢ cients are normally distributed with a variance that

decreases with the order of the lag and a smaller variance for cross lags than for own lags.

The idea behind this speci�cation of the variance structure is that the variance should

be higher for parameters that are likely to be more important in estimating the VAR so

that an overly tight prior does not seriously bias the results. My implementation of this

prior follows Litterman (1986) with the tightness parameters, � and �LIT , set at 0:2 and

0:05 where the � is that in the Litterman paper and not to be confused with the capital

share parameter of section 1:2. The value of � is set as in Litterman (1986) while �LIT =

0:05 yielded much better forecasts than Litterman�s original choice of �LIT = 0:2.

1.4 Results

1.4.1 Data

The data are seasonally adjusted and cover 1947:1-2007:4. Consumption and

investment, ct and it, are NIPA series for personal consumption expenditures and gross

private �xed investment retrieved from the Bureau of Economic Analysis website (BEA

table 1.1.5) de�ated by their price de�ators (BEA table 1.1.4). Since none of the models

considered here include export or import sectors, the empirical analog to output in

the models, yt, consists of real consumption, investment, and government purchases. I

construct this output series using the divisia method Whelan (2002) outlines. The hours

series, ht, is an index (1992=100) for non-farm business employment which I take from

5See Kadiyala and Karlsson (1997) for a review of some of these priors.
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the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The series ID is PRS85006033. All variables are used in

natural logs and put on per capita terms by dividing by the US population, data which

comes from the Global Financial Data (GFD) Database. The series ID is POPUSA.

Population data is only available on an annual basis so quarterly values are obtained

by linear interpolation. Finally, all variables ware linearly detrended using only data

available prior to the �rst forecast.

1.4.2 Forecasting Scheme

Kim and Nelson (1999) and McConnell and Perez-Quiros (2000) document the

structural instability in the real side of the US macroeconomy over the course of the

dataset. It is beyond the scope of this paper to explicitly model such instability; instead

I follow the recommendations of West (2005) and Giacomini and White (2006) and use a

rolling window forecasting scheme to minimize the e¤ect of this instability. The bench-

mark model uses four lags of output, investment, hours, and consumption, a common

lag length for VAR analysis in macroeconomics, and a 160 quarter estimation window.

I draw 5000 times from the posterior distribution of the VAR parameters and then take

the mean forecasts across all draws. To update the data matrices for the next forecasting

horizon, I use the mean value of the forecasts. I detrend and demean the data using only

the data available prior to the �rst forecast.

1.4.3 Results for the Benchmark Model

Columns 3�8 of tables 2�5 report the results for several values of the tightness

parameter. The most striking result is how similar the root MSFEs are across the di¤er-

ent models compared to how di¤erent the models appear based on their impulse response

functions in �gures 1� 3. While ISHOCK gives slightly better forecasts for investment

and hours, the improvement is slight. HABIT seems to be the weakest performer of the

four but otherwise the winner depends on which variable, which forecasting horizon, and

which value for the tightness parameter.6 Furthermore, the relatively poor performance

6As discussed in Giacomini and White (2006), the commonly used Diebold and Mar-
iano (1995) tests for di¤erences in MSFEs are inappropriate for Bayesian estimation
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of HABIT and relatively strong performance of ISHOCK is not robust to alternative

choices for the estimation window as I discuss in section 1:4:4. The results for the higher

tightness parameters seem to be better although there appears to be some small trade-

o¤s between forecasting power at the one quarter horizon versus longer horizons for the

higher values of lambda.

The second thing to remark from tables 2�5 is that all of the economic models

are very competitive with the VAR-MINN and the unrestricted VAR at shorter horizons

for all variables except for hours worked. This is particularly true for the higher values

of � in the DSGE models. Both the VAR-MINN and VAR(�; i) models have the most

di¢ culty forecasting hours worked.

The last panels of table 2 � 5 show the forecasting results when � = 1 such

that there is no weight on the data. The best forecasts for the furthest out horizons

actually come with this choice for the tightness parameter although this choice yields

the worst forecasting performance at shorter horizons. Here, we do see larger di¤erences

in forecasting performance and all of the DSGE models do quite poorly at the short

horizons. STICKY performs notably badly in forecasting output, investment, and hours

worked.

1.4.4 Sensitivity Analysis

An Accommodating Monetary Authority The sticky price model con-

sidered has an unaccommodating monetary authority, such that the model generates

a decline in hours following a technology shock. However, King and Wolman (1996)

document that the dynamics in sticky price models are highly sensitive to the speci�-

cation of the monetary rule as monetary economists would expect. Further, Clarida,

Gali, and Gertler (1999) and Gali, Lopez-Salido, and Valles (2003) present evidence

that the Federal Reserve Board optimally responded to technology shocks during the

schemes because asymptotic irrelevance does not apply. While the tests proposed by Gi-
acomini and White (2006) can be implemented for testing di¤erences in one-step ahead
forecasting ability, practical implementation of the Giacomini and White tests at further
than one quarter ahead has no precedent in the literature and, to my knowledge, no
computationally convenient algorithm exists at this time.
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Volcker-Greenspan era but followed a constant money growth rule in the pre Volcker

era, suggesting that the model of section 1:2:4 may be the right model to consider for

many of the estimation periods but a poor approximation for the forecasting periods,

all of which are in the Volcker-Greenspan era. I therefore consider a speci�cation of the

sticky price model that allows the central bank to respond to technology shocks. This

model is the same as that in 1:2:4 but with (1:11) replaced by

lnMS
t+1 = �M lnM

S
t + (1� �M ) lnM + Et lnAt+1. (1.12)

That is, the monetary authority matches any increase in the expected level of technology

with an immediate increase in the money supply in the period following the shock. I use

a � (50; 50) prior for �M ; the mean of the distribution is 0:5 and its standard deviation

is 0:05.

The �nal columns of tables 2 � 5 report the results for this speci�cation of

STICKY (denoted STICKY-ACC). Despite this model perhaps being a more accurate

description of monetary policy, the root mean squared forecast errors are not substan-

tially better than the benchmark speci�cation of STICKY.

Alternative Estimation Windows The choice of 160 quarters as the length

of the estimation window is somewhat arbitrary. I also considered windows of 120, 140,

and 180 quarters. The forecasting accuracy across models remained similar and the

relatively poor performance of HABIT and good performance of ISHOCK was not robust

to using a 120 or 140 quarter window. The full tables with the results are available in

an appendix on the author�s webpage.

Alternative Speci�cations of the Minnesota Prior There may be con-

cern that the success of the economic models relative to VAR-MINN owes to a poor

speci�cation of the Minnesota prior: there are many ways of specifying the Minnesota

prior and the performance is often sensitive to the choice of the tightness parameter (Ni

and Shu, 2003). I therefore also consider a looser Litterman priors (�LIT = 0:1) and a
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tighter Litterman prior (�LIT = 0:03). Table 6 reports these results and compares them

with the results for the DSGE models using � = 10 as the tightness parameter.

Forecasts in Levels Without detrending the observable data, the model

implied observations would be

Y �i;tj�i =
�
y�i;t; i

�
i;t; h

�
i;t; c

�
i;t

�
=
h
�t
�
y0 + ŷt + "

MEAS
t

�
; �t (i0 + {̂t) ; h0 + ĥt; �

t (c0 + ĉt)
i

where y0, i0 , h0, and c0 are the steady state values of output, investment, hours worked,

and consumption at the beginning of the sample. Since we do not observe initial values,

I proxy for them using the actual values for the �rst observation in the sample divided

by � such that y1 = �y0.

The scaling of the population moments di¤ers slightly from that in section 1:3

as the data is no longer covariance stationary. After detrending, we de�ned population

moments in section 1:3 as �iY Y (�i) as �
i
Y Y (�i) = E�i

�
Y
�0
i;tY

�
i;t

�
because the models were

all covariance stationary. The population moments here use all of the data that the

DSGE model would generate in levels with the trend de�ned by the parameter �. To be

consistent with the earlier notation, I scale the matrices by 1=T .

Table 7 present the results of this speci�cation. The DSGE models perform

spectacularly badly. The root mean squared forecast errors are orders of magnitude

greater than those from the VAR-MINN and the unrestricted VAR. Consistent with the

earlier results, however, the DSGE models all perform similarly disastrously relative to

the di¤erences in their impulse response functions.

Why do the DSGE models yield such awful forecasts when the data is not

detrended? The problem lies in the models� speci�cation of the trend. Over the full

1947Q1 - 2007Q4 sample, logged per capita output, investment, hours, and consumption

grew at rates of 0:055%, 0:058%, 0:087%, and 0:003%. However, according to the DSGE

models, output, investment, and consumption grew at rate ��1 while hours experienced

no growth. With the DSGE model in levels, investment ends up growing far too slowly
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such that the data the DSGE model implies bears little resemblance to the data - the

trend component dominates the simulated data and so the cross-correlations from the

DSGE models do not take the di¤erences in the trends into account. To accurately

capture both the trend and the �uctuations around the trend, the models would need

to �nd a better job of modeling the individual trends rather than imposing the common

trend. Simply put, the priors for the data in levels are bad illustrating Clive Granger�s

(1986) adage that "a good Bayesian will beat a non-Bayesian who will do better than a

bad Bayesian".

1.4.5 Forecast Combinations

That the mean of the squared forecast errors is similar does not necessarily

indicate that the models all yield similar results; it may be the case that the models

make mistakes in opposite directions of one another, with one model over-predicting a

variable and another under-predicting, and yet the average forecast error is the same.

If this were the case, there may be gains from combining the forecasts from di¤erent

models.

This section explores whether there are gains from model averaging. Table 8

shows the results using a simple average of the four models with � = 10 and using and the

160 quarter estimation window. There appears to be little improvement from combining

forecasts.

1.5 Discussion

The main �nding of the paper that all of the models generate similar forecasting

results, despite their di¤erent implications for the e¤ects of neutral technology shocks.

Perhaps the areas where the models di¤er sharply from one another are not, however,

where the majority of the variation in the model implied data comes from. To examine

this possibility, table 9 shows the variance decompositions model for each of the four

models. Neutral technology shocks generate most of the variation in all four models and

yet the predictions of the models are most di¤erent when it comes to neutral technology
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shocks. The models concur with one another most closely with respect to the impulse

responses to government spending shocks and yet this generates only a small fraction of

the total variance in the variables in the theoretical models. This �nding suggests that

neutral technology is not the driving force behind economic �uctuations. Even for the

hours series, where at short horizons the impulse response functions from the di¤erent

models move in opposite directions, it is the similarity of the MSFEs that stands out.

The results instead indicate that all four models contain some element that

outperforms the random walk but it seems unlikely that the factor at work is technology

shocks. All of the DSGE models have the same steady state, and it may be the case that

the success of the models comes merely from their imposition of long run equilibrium

relationships between the variables. While this seems unlikely given that the models

in fact impose a common trend that is inconsistent with the data, I explored this pos-

sibility by comparing the benchmark RBC model with a VAR that uses cointegration

as the prior (VAR-COINT). The VAR-COINT estimation is implemented by using a

dummy observation; Robertson and Tallman (1999) provide an excellent overview of the

mechanics for this procedure. Following Robertson and Tallman (1999) and the liter-

ature cited there, I use �6 = 5 for the hyperparameter that controls how much weight

to attach to the cointegrating �dummy�observation; other choices for �6 did not lead to

better forecasting performance for VAR-COINT. The VAR(�; i) models outperformed

the cointegration prior for all series at nearly all horizons suggesting that the success of

the VAR(�; i) models is not exclusively due to their imposition of a long-run equilibrium

relationship between the variables.

What then can explain the similarity of the forecasts? Table 10 reports the cross-

correlations that the models generate. All models have high autocorrelations and positive

correlations between output and investment and between output and consumption. This

suggests that the improvements in forecasting performance that using DSGE model

priors yield comes from their implications for the correlation structure for the variables

in the VAR rather than the dynamics per se that the models imply.
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The results both vindicate and indict the DSGE approach to modeling eco-

nomic �uctuations. In one sense, the poor performance of the more sophisticated models

relative to the basic RBC model implies that many model re�nements are not improving

our ability to understand the source of �uctuations. However, it is important to note

that it is the only model with any implications for prices and in�ation; the comparison

using only real variables is thus not entirely fair to STICKY. Furthermore, the com-

parison exercise here is silent on the sticky wage model of Erceg, Henderson, and Levin

(2000), a nominal rigidity that recent work by Malley, Muscatelli, and Woitek (2005)

and Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005) suggests is substantially more plausible

than sticky prices. Finally, the results in levels suggest that these models do a poor job

of modeling the trends in the data. The challenge for any modeler is to specify a model

that allows investment to grow more rapidly than output and consumption.

On the other hand, the economic models often substantially outperform the

atheoretical models. These results accord with those of Del Negro and Schorfheide

(2004) and Korenok and Swanson (2005) who �nd that sticky price models outperform

the Minnesota prior in forecasting, respectively, output growth and the output gap at

similar horizons. However, the results here suggest that the forecasting power does

not necessarily come from correctly specifying the driving processes and the subsequent

dynamics but in simply writing down a model that implies the correlation structure

discussed above.

1.6 Conclusions

This paper evaluated the forecasting performance of VARs with priors derived

from di¤erent models of economic �uctuations: a standard RBC model, an RBC model

augmented with capital adjustment costs and habit formation, and a sticky price models

with an unaccommodating monetary authority. The models generate similarly accurate

forecasts for output, investment, hours, and consumption. The similarity of forecast

accuracy across models contrasts with the starkly di¤erent predictions of these models

for the labor market following a technology shock. Given its simplicity, it is somewhat
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surprising that the basic RBC model performs so well; the more sophisticated models

do not yield better forecasts in general. When the RBC model is parameterized such

that the prior assigns relatively more importance investment-speci�c technology shocks,

the model gives slightly better forecasts for investment and hours while the model with

habit formation fares somewhat worse than the other models in general. However, the

inter-DSGE model di¤erences are quite modest when compared with the di¤erences the

models imply for the reaction to neutral and investment-speci�c technology shocks and

the small di¤erences in performance across DSGE models are not robust to alternative

estimation windows.

As in previous work, the DSGE-VAR models perform quite favorably relative

to atheoretical Minnesota and cointegration priors. Finally, I �nd there is little gain

from combining forecasts from di¤erent DSGE-VAR models.
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Figure 1.1: Impulse Responses for a Neutral Technology Shock
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Figure 1.2: Impulse Responses for a Government Spending Shock
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Figure 1.3: Impulse Responses for an Investment-Speci�c Technology Shock
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1.8 Appendix

1.8.1 Results for Alternative Estimation Windows
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1.8.2 Writing the Models in State-Space Form

Models 1 and 3: RBC Model with Additional Shocks

The Log-Linearized Model Let lower case variables denote the percent

deviation of detrended variables from their steady state values and � = �
� � 1 + � and

� = � � 1 + �. Then the log-linearized equilibrium conditions for the detrended model

are

yt=

�
1� g

y
� ��

�

�
ct + �

�

�
it +

g

y
gt (1.13)

yt=At + �kt + (1� �)Ht (1.14)

�kt+1= (1� �) kt + �it + �Vt (1.15)

yt= ct +Ht (1.16)

0=
�

�
ct �

�

�
Etct+1 + �Etyt+1 � �Etkt+1 +

�
�

�
� (1� �) �V

�
Vt (1.17)

At= �AAt�1 + "
A
t (1.18)

gt= �ggt�1 + "
g
t (1.19)

Vt= �V Vt�1 + "
V
t . (1.20)

Putting the Model in Blanchard-Kahn Form Let f0t = [yt; it;Ht]
0, s0t =

[kt; ct]
0, z0t = [At; gt; Vt]

0. Then we can write (1:13), (1:14), and (1:16) as

f0t = A�1Bs0t +A
�1Cz0t (1.21)
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where

A=

266664
1�� �� 0

1 0 � � 1

1 0 �1

377775 ,

B=

266664
0 1� g

y � �
�
�

� 0

0 1

377775 ,

and

C =

266664
0 gy 0

1 0 0

0 0 0

377775 .
We can also write (1:15) and (1:17) as

DEts
0
t+1 + FEtf

0
t+1 = Gs0t +Hf

0
t + Jz

0
t (1.22)

where

D=

264� 0
� �
�

375 ,
F =

264 0 0 0
�� 0 0

375 ,
G=

2641� � 0
0 �

�

375 ,
H =

2640 � 0
0 0 0

375 ,
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and

J =

2640 0 �

0 0 �� � (1� �) �V

375 .
Now plug (1:21) into (1:22) to get

Ets
0
t+1 =Ms0t +Nz

0
t (1.23)

where

M =
�
D + FA�1B

��1 �
G+HA�1B

�
,

N =
�
D + FA�1B

��1 �
HA�1C + J � L

�
,

L=

264K11�AK12�gK13�V

K21�AK22�gK23�V

375 ,
and K = FA�1C.

We can now decompose M into its Jordan canonical form by writing M =

P�1QP where the columns of P�1 are the eigenvectors of M and the diagonal entries of

Q are its eigenvalues in ascending order. Premultiply (1:23) by P and let R = PN and

�iM = Qii we have

Ets
1
1;t+1= �iMs

1
1;t+1 +R11At +R12gt +R13Vt (1.24)

Ets
1
2;t+1= �iMs

1
2;t+1 +R21At +R22gt +R23Vt (1.25)

where

s11;t=P11kt + P12ct (1.26)

s12;t=P21kt + P22ct. (1.27)
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Since j�2M j < 1, we have

s12;t =
R21

�A � �2M
At +

R22
�g � �2M

gt +
R23

�V � �2M
Vt.

Using this in (1:27), we have

ct = S1kt + S2At + S3gt + S4Vt (1.28)

where

S1=�
P21
P22

,

S2=
R21

P22 (�A � �2M )
,

S3=
R22

P22
�
�g � �2M

� ,
S4=

R23
P22 (�V � �2M )

.

Combining (1:28) and (1:26) and substituting into (1:24), we get

kt+1 = S5kt + S6At + S7gt + S8Vt

where

S5= �1M ;

S6=
P12S2 (�1M � �A) +R11

P11 + P12S1
;

S7=
P12S3

�
�1M � �g

�
+R12

P11 + P12S1
;

S8=
P12S4 (�1M � �V ) +R13

P11 + P12S1
.
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Substituting (1:28) into (1:21) we have

f0t = T1kt + T2z
0
t

where

T1=A
�1B

264 1
S1

375
T2=A

�1C +A�1B

264 0 0 0

S2 S3 S4

375 .
Now let st = [kt; At; gt; Vt]

0 and "t =
�
"At ; "

g
t ; "

V
t

�0
. Then we can write the state transition

equation as

st+1 = �st +W"t

where

� =

266666664

S5 S6 S7 S8

0 �A 0 0

0 0 �G 0

0 0 0 �V

377777775
and

W =

266666664

0 0 0

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

377777775
.

Finally, let ft = [yt; it;Ht; ct]
0 and add a measurement error to the equation for yt to

ensure we have as many shocks in the system as observed variables. We can then write

the observation equation as

ft = Ust + vt
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where

U =

264T1 T2
S1 S2 S3 S4

375
and vt = ["

y
t ; 0; 0; 0]

0.

Model 2: Habit Formation and Capital Adjustment Costs

Equilibrium Conditions For the detrended model, we have

1

ct �
�
�
�

�
ct�1

� Et
�

��=�

ct+1 � (�=�) ct

�
= �t

�t (1� �)Atk�tH��
t = 

�Et�t+1

24 �At+1k
��1
t+1H

1��
t+1 + (1� �)

kt+1
Vt+1

+q �
2(kt+2�kt+1)

kt+1
+ q�2 (kt+2�kt+1)

2

2k2t+1

35= �t� �

Vt
+ q�2

kt+1 � kt
kt

�

ct + gt + �
kt+1
Vt

+ (1� �) kt+1
Vt

+ q�2
(kt+1 � kt)2

2kt
=Atk

�
tH

1��
t

Steady State In the steady state we have

k

y
=

��

� � � (1� �)

si=
i

y
=
� (� � 1 + �)
�=� � 1 + � .

sc=1�
g

y
� si

The Log-Linearized Model De�ne

 =
� � � (1� �)

�

a1=
��=�

1� �=�

a2=�
1 + � (�=�)2

1� �=�

a3=
�=�

1� �=�

a4=1�
��

�
.
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Then the log linearized equations can be expressed as

a1ct+1 + a2ct + a3ct�1= a4�t (1.29)

�Ht � �kt �At= �t (1.30)24Et�t+1 +  EtAt+1 +  (1� �)EtHt+1� (1� �)Etkt+1 � (1� �) ��EtVt+1
+�q�Etkt+2 � �q�kt+1

35 (1.31)

= �t � Vt + q�kt+1 � q�kt
g

y
gt + scct + �

k

y
kt+1 � (1� �)

k

y
kt +

k

y
(1� � � �)Vt(1.32)

=At + �kt + (1� �)Ht.

Now make the substitution ĥt = ĉt�1 and use (1:32) to write Ht as

Ht=
sc
1� � ct + �

k=y

1� �kt+1 �
(1� �) k=y + �

1� � kt

+k=y
1� � � �
1� � Vt �

1

1� �At +
g=y

1� �gt
= a5ct + a6kt+1 + a7kt + a8At + a9gt + a10Vt

a5=
sc
1� �

a6= �
k=y

1� �

a7=�
(1� �) k=y + �

1� �

a8=�
1

1� �

a9=
g=y

1� �

a10= k=y
1� � � �
1� � .

Now use (1:30) to write �t as

�t= �a5ct + �a6kt+1 + (�a7 � �) kt + (�a8 � 1)At + �a9gt + �a10Vt
= a11ct + a12kt+1 + a13kt + a14At + a15gt + a16Vt

a11= �a5

a12= �a6

a13= � (a7 � 1)
a14= �a8 � 1
a15= �a9

a16= �a10.
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Putting the Model in Blanchard-Kahn Form To write this as a �rst
order di¤erence system let P 1t = ht+1 and P 2t = kt+1. Now write (1:29) and (1:31)
exlcusively in terms of h, k, P 1, P 2, A, g, and V :

Now and let s0t =
�
ht; kt; P

1
t ; P

2
t

�0 and z0t = [At; gt; Vt] Then we can write the
system as

b1EtP
1
t+1 + b2ht+1=�b3ht + b4P 2t + b5kt + b6At + b7gt + b8Vt,

b1= a1

b2= a2 � a4a11
b3= a3

b4= a4a12

b5= a4a13

b6= a4a14

b7= a4a15

b8= a4a16

b9EtP
1
t+1 + b10EtP

2
t+1 + b11kt+1= b12P

1
t + b13kt + b14At + b15gt + b16Vt,

b9= a11 +  (1� �) a5
b10= a12 +  (1� �) a6 + �q�
b11= a13 �  (1� �) +  (1� �) a7 � �q� � q� � a12
b12= a11

b13= a13 � q�
b14= a14 (1� �A)�  �A �  (1� �) �Aa8
b15= a15

�
1� �g

�
�  (1� �) �Ga9

b16= a16 (1� �V )� 1�  (1� �) �V a10 + (1� �)
�

�
�V

ht+1=P
1
t

kt+1=P
2
t .

where ht and kt are predetermined at t and P 1t and P
2
t are not.

Letting s0t =
�
ht; kt; P

1
t ; P

2
t

�0 and z0t = [At; gt; Vt]0 we can write this as
Ets

0
t+1 = A�1Bs0t +A

�1Cz0t (1.33)
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where

A=

2664
b2 0 b1 0
0 b11 b9 b10
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

3775 ;

B=

2664
�b3 b5 0 b4
0 b13 b12 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

3775 ;

C =

2664
b6 b7 b8
b14 b15 b16
0 0 0
0 0 0

3775 .
Let D = A�1B and write D in Jordan canonical form, D = G�1HG where G�1

contains the eigenvectors of D and H has the eigenvalues of D in ascending order along
the diagonal.

Multiplying (1:33) by G and letting J = GA�1C, denoting Gij the ijth element
of G, Jij the ijth element of J , and �iH the iith element of H we can de�ne

s11;t=G11ht +G12kt +G13P
1
t +G14P

2
t (1.34)

s12;t=G21ht +G22kt +G23P
1
t +G24P

2
t (1.35)

s13;t=G31ht +G32kt +G33P
1
t +G34P

2
t (1.36)

s14;t=G41ht +G42kt +G43P
1
t +G44P

2
t (1.37)

and write

Ets
1
1;t+1= �1Hs

1
1;t + J11At + J12gt + J13Vt (1.38)

Ets
1
2;t+1= �2Hs

1
2;t + J21At + J22gt + J23Vt (1.39)

Ets
1
3;t+1= �3Hs

1
1;t + J31At + J32gt + J33Vt (1.40)

Ets
1
4;t+1= �4Hs

1
1;t + J41At + J42gt + J43Vt (1.41)

Since j�3H j ; j�4H j < 1, we can write

s13;t=
J31

�A � �3H
At +

J32
�g � �3H

gt +
J33

�V � �3H
(1.42)

s14;t=
J41

�A � �4H
At +

J42
�g � �4H

gt +
J43

�V � �4H
. (1.43)

Then we can combine (1:36), (1:37), (1:42), and (1:43) to write

P 1t = d6ht + d7kt + d8At + d9gt + d10Vt (1.44)

P 2t = d1ht + d2kt + d3At + d4gt + d5Vt (1.45)
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where

d1=

�
1� G43

G44

G34
G33

��1�G43G31
G44G33

� G41
G44

�
d2=

�
1� G43

G44

G34
G33

��1�G43G32
G44G33

� G42
G44

�
d3=

�
1� G43

G44

G34
G33

��1 � J41
G44 (�A � �4H)

� G43
G44

J31
G33 (�A � �3H)

�
d4=

�
1� G43

G44

G34
G33

��1 " J42

G44
�
�g � �4H

� � G43
G44

J32

G33
�
�g � �3H

�#

d5=

�
1� G43

G44

G34
G33

��1 � J43
G44 (�V � �4H)

� G43
G44

J33
G33 (�V � �3H)

�
d6=�

�
G31
G33

+
G43
G44

d1

�
d7=�

�
G32
G33

+
G43
G44

d2

�
d8=

J31
(�A � �3H)G33

� G43
G44

d3

d9=
J32�

�g � �3H
�
G33

� G43
G44

d4

d10=
J33

(�V � �3H)G33
� G43
G44

d5.

Now substituting (1:44) and (1:45) into (1:34) and (1:35) yields

j1ht+1 + j2kt+1= j3ht + j4kt + j5At + j6gt + j7Vt

j8ht+1 + j9kt+1= j10ht + j11kt + j12At + j13gt + j14Vt
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where

j1=G11 +G13d6 +G14d1

j2=G12 +G13d7 +G14d2

j3= �1Hj1

j4= �1Hj2

j5= (�1H � �A) (G13d8 +G14d3) + J11
j6= (�1H � �G) (G13d9 +G14d4) + J12
j7= (�1H � �V ) (G13d10 +G14d5) + J13
j8=G21 +G23d6 +G24d1

j9=G22 +G23d7 +G24d2

j10= �2Hj8

j11= �2Hj9

j12= (�2H � �A) (G23d8 +G24d3) + J21
j13= (�2H � �G) (G23d9 +G24d4) + J22
j14= (�2H � �G) (G23d10 +G24d5) + J12.

Let st = [ht; kt; At; gt; Vt]
0 and "t =

�
"At ; "

g
t ; "

V
t

�0
. Then the state transition equation is

st+1 = �st +W"t

where

�=

266664
j1 j2 0 0 0
j8 j9 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

377775
�1 266664

j3 j4 j5 j6 j7
j10 j11 j12 j13 j14
0 0 �A 0 0
0 0 0 �G 0
0 0 0 0 �V

377775

W =

266664
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

377775 .

Then letting ft = [yt; it;Ht; ct]
0 and vt = ["

y
t ; 0; 0; 0]

0 we have

ft = Ust + vt

where

U =

2664
m6 m7 m8 m9 m10

m11m12m13m14m15

m1 m2 m3 m4 m5

�11 �12 �13 �14 �15

3775 ;
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m1= a5�11 + a6�21

m2= a5�12 + a6�22 + a7

m3= a5�13 + a6�23 + a8

m4= a5�14 + a6�24 + a9

m5= a5�15 + a6�25 + a10

m6=m1 (1� �)
m7= � +m2 (1� �)
m8=1 +m3 (1� �)
m9=m4 (1� �)
m10=m5 (1� �)
m11=

�

� � 1 + ��21

m12=
�

� � 1 + ��22 �
1� �

� � 1 + �
m13=

�

� � 1 + ��23

m14=
�

� � 1 + ��24

m15=
�

� � 1 + ��25.

A Sticky Price Model with an Unaccommodating Monetary Authority

Final Good Producers Final goods produces have access to the technology

Yt =

24 1Z
0

Y
��1
�

j;t dj

35
�

��1

Pro�t maximization leads to

Y dj;t =

�
Pt
Pj;t

��
Yt

and substituting this into the aggregate price level yields

Pt =

24 1Z
0

P 1��j;t dj

35
1

1��

.
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Households The household�s �rst order conditions are

Wt

Ct
= 

1

VtCt
= �Et

"
1

Ct+1

 
rt+1 +

1� �
Vt+1

+ �q
Kt+1 � �Kt

Kt
+ q

(Kt+1 � �Kt)
2

2K2
t

!#
1

Ct
=!

Pt

MD
t

+ �Et

�
Pt

Ct+1Pt+1

�
Intermediate Goods Firms We have

MCt = A�1t r�t
�
�t
���1

W 1��
t

�
1

1� �

�1��
���.

Cost minimization implies
Wt

rt
=

�
1� �
�

�
Kj;t

Hj;t

and the �rst order condition for optimal price-setting implies that �rms that are able to
reoptimize all set

P �j;t =

�Et
1P
k=0

(��)k
Yt+k
Ct+k

P �t+kMCt+k

(� � 1)Et
1P
k=0

(��)k
Yt+k
Ct+k

P ��1t+k

.

Aggregate Price Level By well-known results in the literature, the aggre-
gate price level evolves as

P 1��t = (1� �)P �1��j;t + �P 1��t�1 .

The Monetary Authority The monetary authority follows

MS
t+1 = �MS

t

and remits all seignorage revenue to the household as transfers, i.e.,

Tt = (�� 1)MS
t�1.

Resource Constraint The resource constraint is, to a �rst order approxi-
mation (see, e.g., Yun (1996) and CEE (2005))

Yt=AtK
�
j;t

�
�tHj;t

�1��
= Ct + It +Gt + q

(Kt � �Kt�1)
2

2K2
t�1

It=
Kt � (1� �)Kt�1

Vt
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Equilibrium In equilibrium, Kj;t = Kt�1, Hj;t = Ht, and MD
t = MS

t = Mt.
The equilibrium in terms of detrended variables is then de�ned by

wt
ct
=  (1.46)

1

ct

�
1

Vt
+ �q

�
kt
kt�1

� 1
��
=
�

�
Et

"
1

ct+1

 
rt+1 +

1��
Vt+1

+�2q
�
kt+1
kt
� 1
�
+ �2q (kt+1�kt)

2

2k2t

!#
(1.47)

1

ct
=!pt + �Et

�
pt

ct+1pt+1

�
(1.48)

mct= r
�
tw

1��
t A�1t

�
1

1� �

�1��
��� (1.49)

wt
rt
=

�
1� �
�

�
kt�1
ht

(1.50)

p�j;t=

�Et
1P
k=0

(��)k
yt+k
ct+k

p�t+kmct+k

(� � 1)Et
1P
k=0

(��)k
yt+k
ct+k

p��1t+k

(1.51)

p1��t = (1� �) p�1��j;t + �p1��t�1�
1�� (1.52)

Atk
�
t�1H

1��
t = gt + ct + it + q

(kt � kt�1)2

2k2t�1
(1.53)

it=
�kt � (1� �) kt�1

Vt
(1.54)

lnAt= �A lnAt�1 + (1� �A) lnA+ "At (1.55)

ln gt= �g ln gt�1 + (1� �g) ln g + "
g
t (1.56)

lnVt= �V lnVt�1 + (1� �V ) lnV + "Vt (1.57)

Steady State In the steady state, we have

r=
�

�
� 1 + � (1.58)

k

y
=
�

r
(1.59)

i

y
= (� � 1 + �) k

y
(1.60)

c

y
=1� g

y
� i

y
. (1.61)
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Log-linearized Equilibrium Rede�ning variables in terms of their percent
deviations from steady state, the log-linearized equilibrium conditions are

wt= ct (1.62)

�ct + Etct+1 +
�2q

r + 1� �Etkt+1=
r

r + 1� �Etrt+1 �
1� �

r + 1� � �V Vt (1.63)

+q�kt�1 � q�
�
1 +

�

r + 1� �

�
kt

�Etct+1 + �Etpt+1= pt + ct (1.64)

mct= �rt + (1� �)wt �At (1.65)

wt � rt= kt�1 � ht (1.66)

pt= a1mct + a2pt�1 + a3Etpt+1 (1.67)

At + �kt�1 + (1� �)Ht=
c

y
ct + �

k

y
kt � (1.68)

(1� �) k
y
kt�1 + (� � 1 + �)

k

y
Vt +

g

y
gt

At= �AAt�1 + "
A
t (1.69)

gt= �ggt�1 + "
g
t (1.70)

Vt= �V Vt�1 + "
V
t (1.71)

where

a1=
(1� �) (1� �)

� (1 + � � �� + ���1��)

a2=
�

1 + � � �� + ���1��

a3=
�1��

1 + � � �� + ���1�� .

Putting the Model in Blanchard-Kahn Form Substituting (1:65) into
(1:67)

pt = a1ct � a1�kt�1 + a1�Ht � a1At + a2pt�1 + a3Etpt+1. (1.72)

Combining (1:62) with (1:66) and substituting the resulting de�nition or rt+1
into (1:63), we have

Etct+1 +
r

r + 1� � kt �
r

r + 1� �EtHt+1 �
�2q

r + 1� � kt+1

=

�
1 +

r

r + 1� �

�
ct +

�
r

r + 1� �

�
�V Vt (1.73)

�
�
r + q�2

r + 1� � + q�
�
kt + q�kt�1.

Then substitute out for EtHt+1 in (1:72) and (1:73) using (1:68). Then de�ne D1
t = pt�1,
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D2
t = kt�1, s0t =

�
D1
t ; D

2
t ; kt; pt; ct;Ht

�0, z0t = [At; gt; Vt]. Now we can write the model as
Ets

0
t+1 = A�1Bs0t +A

�1C

where

A=

266664
0 0 0 � �
0 0 0 �b4 0
0 0 b10 0 b9
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0

377775 ,

B=

266664
0 0 0 1 1
b3 b2 b5 �1 b1
0 b12 b13 0 b11
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0

377775 ,

C =

266664
0 0 0
b6 b7 b8
b14 b15 b16
0 0 0
0 0 0

377775
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and

b1= a1

�
1 +

�c=y

1� �

�
b2=�a1�

�
1 +

� + (1� �) k=y
1� �

�
b3= a2

b4= a3

b5= a1�
�

1� �
k

y

b6=�a1
�
1 +

�

1� �

�
b7= a1�

g=y

1� �

b8= a1�
� � 1 + �
1� �

k

y

b9=1�
r

1 + r � �

�
c=y

1� �

�
b10=�

�
r

1 + r � �
�

1� �
k

y
+

�2q

1 + r � �

�
b11=1 +

r

1 + r � �
b12= q�

b13=�
1

1 + r � �

"
r + q�2 + r

 
� + (1� �) ky

1� �

!#
� q�

b14=�
r

1 + r � �
�A
1� �

b15=
r

1 + r � �
g=y

1� ��g

b16=1�
1� �

1 + r � � �V +
r

1 + r � �

�
� � 1 + �
1� �

�
k

y
�V .

The remainder of the model solutions uses the same process as in the two models above.

A Sticky Price Model with an Accomodating Monetary Authority The
model is the same as STICKY except that there is now an additional equilibrium con-
dition for the money supply,

Mt+1 = �MMt + �AAt,

such that the log-linearized intertemporal Euler for real balances becomes

�Etct+1 + �Etpt+1 + (1� �)Mt = ct + pt.
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De�ne a1, a2, and a3 as in section 1:3 and again substitute the marginal cost equation
into the equation for the price level we get

pt = a1ct � a1�kt�1 + a1�Ht � a1At + a2pt�1 + a3Etpt+1 (1.74)

and substituting rt+1 from the cost minimzation equation into the intertemporal Euler
for capital we get

Etct+1 �
r

r + 1� �EtHt+1 �
�2q

r + 1� �Etkt+1

=

�
1 +

r

r + 1� �

�
ct +

�
1� 1� �

r + 1� � �V
�
Vt

�
�
r + q�2

r + 1� � + q�
�
kt + q�kt�1. (1.75)

Then substitute for Ht from the resource constraint,

Ht=
c=y

1� � ct +
�

1� �
k

y
kt �

h
� + (1� �) ky

i
1� � kt�1

+
� � 1 + �
1� �

k

y
Vt +

g=y

1� �gt �
1

1� �At,

and write

pt= b1ct + b2kt�1 + b3pt�1 + b4Etpt+1 + b5kt + b6At + b7gt + b8Vt (1.76)

b1= a1

�
1 +

�c=y

1� �

�
b2=�a1�

�
1 +

� + (1� �) k=y
1� �

�
b3= a2

b4= a3

b5= a1�
�

1� �
k

y

b6=�a1
�
1 +

�

1� �

�
b7= a1�

g=y

1� �

b8= a1�
� � 1 + �
1� �

k

y
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and

b9Etct+1 + b10Etkt+1= b11ct + b12kt�1 + b13kt + b14At + b15gt + b16Vt

b9=1�
r

1 + r � �

�
c=y

1� �

�
b10=�

�
r

1 + r � �

�
�k=y

1� �

�
+

�2q

r + 1� �

�
b11=1 +

r

1 + r � �
b12= q�

b13=�
1

1 + r � �

�
r + q�2 +

r (� + (1� �) k=y)
1� �

�
� q�

b14=�
r

1 + r � �

�
1

1� �

�
�A

b15=
r

1 + r � �

�
g=y

1� �

�
�g

b16=1�
1� �

1 + r � � �V +
r

1 + r � �

�
� � 1 + �
(1� �)

��
k

y

�
�V .

Now de�ne D1
t = pt�1, D2

t = kt�1, s0t =
�
D1
t ; D

2
t ;Mt; kt; pt; ct

�0, z0t = [At; gt; Vt]0
and write the system as

AEts
0
t+1 = Bs0t + Cz

0
t

where

A=

26666664

0 0 0 0 � �
0 0 0 0 �b4 0
0 0 0 b10 0 b9
0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

37777775 ,

B=

26666664

0 0 � � 1 0 1 1
b3 b2 0 b5 �1 b1
0 b12 0 b13 0 b11
0 0 �M 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0

37777775 ,

C =

26666664

0 0 0
b6 b7 b8
b14 b15 b16
�A 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

37777775 .
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Then we have
Ets

0
t+1 = Ds0t +A

�1Cz0t

where
D = A�1B.

Letting D = G�1HG and J = GA�1C, we can write the system as

Ets
1
1;t+1= �1Hs

1
1;t + J11At + J12gt + J13Vt (1.77)

Ets
1
2;t+1= �2Hs

1
2;t + J21At + J22gt + J23Vt (1.78)

Ets
1
3;t+1= �3Hs

1
3;t + J31At + J32gt + J33Vt (1.79)

Ets
1
4;t+1= �4Hs

1
4;t + J41At + J42gt + J43Vt (1.80)

Ets
1
5;t+1= �5Hs

1
5;t + J51At + J52gt + J53Vt (1.81)

Ets
1
6;t+1= �6Hs

1
1;t + J61At + J62gt + J63Vt (1.82)

where

s11;t=G11D
1
t +G12D

2
t +G13Mt +G14kt +G15pt +G16ct

s12;t=G21D
1
t +G22D

2
t +G23Mt +G24kt +G25pt +G26ct

s13;t=G31D
1
t +G32D

2
t +G33Mt +G34kt +G35pt +G36ct

s14;t=G41D
1
t +G42D

2
t +G43Mt +G44kt +G45pt +G46ct

s15;t=G51D
1
t +G52D

2
t +G53Mt +G54kt +G55pt +G56ct

s16;t=G61D
1
t +G62D

2
t +G63Mt +G64kt +G65pt +G66ct.

Since D1
t , D

2
t , and Mt are predetermined at t, j�4H j ; j�5H j ; j�6H j < 1, we have

G41D
1
t +G42D

2
t +G43Mt +G44kt +G45pt +G46ct

=
J41

�A � �4H
At +

J42
�g � �4H

gt +
J43

�V � �4H
Vt

G51D
1
t +G52D

2
t +G53Mt +G54kt +G55pt +G56ct

=
J51

�A � �5H
At +

J52
�g � �5H

gt +
J53

�V � �5H
Vt

G61D
1
t +G62D

2
t +G63Mt +G64kt +G65pt +G66ct

=
J61

�A � �6H
At +

J62
�g � �6H

gt +
J63

�V � �6H
Vt

which we can write as 24ktpt
ct

35 = N

24D1
t

D2
t

Mt

35+Oz0t
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where

N =K�1L, O = K�1M

K =

24G44G45G46G54G55G56
G64G65G66

35
L=�

24G41G42G43G51G52G53
G61G62G63

35

M =

264
J41

�A��4H
J42

�g��4H
J43

�V ��4H
J51

�A��5H
J52

�g��5H
J53

�V ��5H
J61

�A��6H
J62

�g��6H
J63

�V ��6H

375 .
We can now write (1:77), (1:78), and (1:79) as

G11EtD
1
t+1 +G12EtD

2
t+1 +G13EtMt+1 +

G14N11EtD
1
t+1 +G14N12EtD

2
t+1 +G14N13EtMt+1

+G14O11�AAt +G14O12�ggt +G14O13�V Vt +

G15N21EtD
1
t+1 +G15N22EtD

2
t+1 +G15N23EtMt+1

+G15O21�AAt +G15O22�ggt +G15O23�V Vt +

G16N31EtD
1
t+1 +G16N32EtD

2
t+1 +G16N33EtMt+1

+G16O31�AAt +G16O32�ggt +G16O33�V Vt

= �1H (G11 +G14N11 +G15N21 +G16N31)D
1
t

+�1H (G12 +G14N12 +G15N22 +G16N32)D
2
t

+�1H (G13 +G14N13 +G15N23 +G16N33)Mt

+ [�1H (G14O11 +G15O21 +G16O31) + J11]At

+ [�1H (G14O12 +G15O22 +G16O32) + J12] gt

+ [�1H (G14O13 +G15O23 +G16O33) + J13]Vt,
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G21EtD
1
t+1 +G22EtD

2
t+1 +G23EtMt+1 +

G24N11EtD
1
t+1 +G24N12EtD

2
t+1 +G24N13EtMt+1

+G24O11�AAt +G24O12�ggt +G24O13�V Vt +

G25N21EtD
1
t+1 +G25N22EtD

2
t+1 +G25N23EtMt+1 +

G25O21�AAt +G25O22�ggt +G25O23�V Vt +

G26N31EtD
1
t+1 +G26N32EtD

2
t+1 +G26N33EtMt+1 +

G26O31�AAt +G26O32�ggt +G26O33�V Vt

= �2H (G21 +G24N11 +G25N21 +G26N31)D
1
t

+�2H (G22 +G24N12 +G25N22 +G26N32)D
2
t

+�2H (G23 +G24N13 +G25N23 +G26N33)Mt

+ [�2H (G24O11 +G25O21 +G26O31) + J21]At

+ [�2H (G24O12 +G25O22 +G26O32) + J22] gt

+ [�2H (G24O13 +G25O23 +G26O33) + J23]Vt,

and

G31EtD
1
t+1 +G32EtD

2
t+1 +G33EtMt+1 +

G34N11EtD
1
t+1 +G34N12EtD

2
t+1 +G34N13EtMt+1

+G34O11�AAt +G34O12�ggt +G34O13�V Vt +

G35N21EtD
1
t+1 +G35N22EtD

2
t+1 +G35N23EtMt+1

+G35O21�AAt +G35O22�ggt +G35O23�V Vt +

G36N31EtD
1
t+1 +G36N32EtD

2
t+1 +G36N33EtMt+1

+G36O31�AAt +G36O32�ggt +G36O33�V Vt

= �3H (G31 +G34N11 +G35N21 +G36N31)D
1
t

+�3H (G32 +G34N12 +G35N22 +G36N32)D
2
t

+�3H (G33 +G34N13 +G35N23 +G36N33)Mt

+ [�3H (G34O11 +G35O21 +G36O31) + J31]At

+ [�3H (G34O12 +G35O22 +G36O32) + J32] gt

+ [�3H (G34O13 +G35O23 +G36O33) + J33]Vt.

Letting st =
�
D1
t ; D

2
t ;Mt; At; gt; Vt

�0, and "t = �"At ; "gt ; "Vt �0 we can write the system as

st+1 = �st +W"t

where
� = P�1Q,
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P11=G11 +G14N11 +G15N21 +G16N31

P12=G12 +G14N12 +G15N22 +G16N32

P13=G13 +G14N13 +G15N23 +G16N33

P21=G21 +G24N11 +G25N21 +G26N31

P22=G22 +G24N12 +G25N22 +G26N32

P23=G23 +G24N13 +G25N23 +G26N33

P31=G31 +G34N11 +G35N21 +G36N31

P32=G32 +G34N12 +G35N22 +G36N32

P33=G33 +G34N13 +G35N23 +G36N33

P44=1

P55=1

P66=1,

Q11= �1HP11

Q12= �1HP12

Q13= �1HP13

Q14= J11 + (�1H � �A) (G14O11 +G15O21 +G16O31)
Q15= J12 +

�
�1H � �g

�
(G14O12 +G15O22 +G16O32)

Q16= J13 + (�1H � �V ) (G14O13 +G15O23 +G16O33)
Q21= �2HP21

Q22= �2HP22

Q23= �2HP23

Q24= J21 + (�2H � �A) (G24O11 +G25O21 +G26O31)
Q25= J22 +

�
�2H � �g

�
(G24O12 +G25O22 +G26O32)

Q26= J23 + (�2H � �V ) (G24O13 +G25O23 +G26O33)
Q31= �3HP31

Q32= �3HP32

Q33= �3HP33

Q34= J31 + (�3H � �A) (G34O11 +G35O21 +G36O31)
Q35= J32 +

�
�3H � �g

�
(G34O12 +G35O22 +G36O32)

Q36= J33 + (�3H � �V ) (G34O13 +G35O23 +G36O33)
Q44= �A

Q55= �g

Q66= �V
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and

W =

26666664

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

37777775 .

Finally, let ft = [yt; it;Ht; ct]0, vt = ["
y
t ; 0; 0; 0]

0 and write

ft = Ust + vt

U =

2664
(1� �) t1 � + (1� �) t2 (1� �) t3 (1� �) t4 + 1 (1� �) t5 (1� �) t6

t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6
N31 N32 N33 O31 O32 O33

3775
where

t1=
c=y

1� �N31 +
�k=y

1� ��21

t2=
c=y

1� �N32 +
�k=y

1� ��22 �
[� + (1� �) k=y]

1� �

t3=
c=y

1� �N33 +
�k=y

1� ��23

t4=
c=y

1� �O31 +
�k=y

1� ��24 �
1

1� �

t5=
c=y

1� �O32 +
�k=y

1� ��25 +
g=y

1� �

t6=
c=y

1� �O33 +
�k=y

1� ��26 +
� � 1 + �
1� �

�
k

y

�
t7=

�

� � 1 + ��21

t8=
��22 � 1 + �
� � 1 + �

t9=
�

� � 1 + ��23

t10=
�

� � 1 + ��24

t11=
�

� � 1 + ��25

t12=
�

� � 1 + ��26 � 1.
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2 Why do Markets React Badly to Good News? Evidence from Fed

Funds Futures

Several recent papers examine how asset prices respond to the surprise com-

ponent in macroeconomic news. An emerging puzzle is that equity markets respond

di¤erently to non-monetary policy news depending on whether the economy is in a reces-

sion or an expansion. Good macroeconomic news tends to depress equity returns during

expansions while markets respond favorably to positive surprises during recessions (Mc-

Queen and Roley 1993; Boyd, Hu, and Jagannathan 2005; Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold,

and Vega 2005). In aggregate, the coe¢ cient on positive news surprises is therefore of-

ten found to be small although occasionally signi�cant (Rigobon and Sack 2006). One

theory is that this asymmetric response is because good news during an expansion pri-

marily conveys information about the future of the risk-free rate: markets expect the Fed

to tighten monetary policy in response to good news about the macroeconomy during

expansions.

I test this hypothesis by assessing the response of equity returns to macroeco-

nomic news after controlling for changes in the market�s expectation of future Federal

Reserve policy. I incorporate a market-based measure of changes in expectations of the

future risk-free rate in a standard event study framework to examine the e¤ect of seven

major news announcements on returns. Using real-time measures of the news surprises,

I �rst assess how market expectations of the future Federal Funds rate change as a result

of each of the surprises. I then assess how returns respond to each kind of surprise using

changes in the expected Fed Funds rate as a control variable.

I �nd no evidence that changes in market expectations of future monetary policy

explain the weak response of equity markets to good news about real activity. The results

contrast with the conclusions drawn by Boyd, Hu, and Jagannathan (2005). Based on the

reaction of bond prices to news, Boyd, Hu, and Jagannathan suggest that the negative

reaction of the stock market to positive employment news during expansions results from

changes in expectations of the risk-free rate. However, bond yields are not in general
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weighted averages of expected future short-rates (see, for example, Diebold, Rudebusch,

and Arouba 2006) as predicted by the expectations hypothesis. It is therefore necessary

to directly assess the e¤ect of news on expected future short-rates.

Section 2:1 discusses the di¤erent channels through which macroeconomic sur-

prises may a¤ect returns. Section 2:2 assesses the e¤ect of news surprises on expectations

of future monetary policy. Section 2:3 examines the e¤ect of news on equity and bond

returns after controlling for the e¤ect of the news on expectations of future monetary

policy.

2.1 Theoretical Framework

As is well-known, U.S. monetary policy is well approximated by a foreward-

looking Taylor rule. That is, the Federal Reserve responds to increases in expected

output or expected in�ation above trend by increasing the Fed Funds rate. Letting RFt

be the Fed Funds rate, �t and Yt be some measures of in�ation and real activity at date t

with � and Y their steady-state levels, the market expectation for RFt+j can be described

by

EtR
F
t+j = ��Et(�t+j � �) + �YEt (Yt+j � Y )

Suppose information relevant to either Et�t+j or EtYt+j arrives at date � 2 (t; t+ j). It

immediately follows that

E�R
F
t+j � EtRFt+j = �� (E��t+j � Et�t+j) + �Y (E�Yt+j � EtYt+j)

Macroeconomic news surprises that contain information about either �t+j or Yt+j will

thus raise market expectations for the future risk-free rate.

I consider two broad classes of indicators: indicators with information primarily

about the real side of the economy (i.e., information relevant to expectations of Yt+j) and

those with information about the nominal side of the economy (i.e., information relevant
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to expectations of �t+j). As a result of the information structure above, each indicator

will in general contain information about two or more of factors that a¤ect equity returns.

Good news about the real side of the economy implies higher future risk-free rates and

higher cash �ows. According to general equilibrium asset pricing models where the price

of an asset is the sum of its expected future discounted dividends, good news about

future cash �ows should increase equity returns. The cash �ow and Fed Funds channel

thus work in opposite direction for all broad measures of real U.S. economic activity.

News about the nominal side of the economy includes information about both

future in�ation and future monetary policy. Higher than expected in�ation should de-

crease equity returns as a result of the increase in the expected risk-free rate. Fur-

thermore, several explanations for the negative correlation between in�ation and stock

returns do not center on the link between in�ation and monetary policy. See Goto and

Valkanov (2002) or Ritter and Warr (2002) for reviews of this literature.

2.2 The E¤ect of News on Monetary Policy Expectations

Market e¢ ciency implies that markets should only react to the unanticipated

component in macroeconomic news announcements; by the time of the news release,

prices already incorporate the anticipated component of the news. The right measure of

news is thus the deviation of the indicator from the market�s consensus forecast for it.

I normalize the surprise component of each news announcement by dividing by

the standard deviation of the news surprise in the sample as in Balduzzi, Elton, and

Green (2001) and Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold, and Vega (2003, 2005). That is, for

each indicator k, the surprise is given by

Sk;t =
Ak;t � Ek;t

�̂k

where Ak;t is the actual real-time value of indicator k announced at date t, Ek;t is the

consensus forecast for the indicator, and �̂k is the sample standard deviation of Ak;t �

Ek;t. The negative of the unemployment surprise is used such that a decrease in the
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unemployment rate is recorded as a positive news surprise.

The group of indicators that primarily contain information about the real side

of the economy includes the Unemployment Rate, New Home Sales, Advance GDP,

Consumer Con�dence, and Capacity Utilization. The second group consists of core CPI

and core PPI.

I follow Kuttner (2001) in using Fed Funds futures rates to gauge markets�

expectation for future monetary policy. The sample consists of daily data from October

18th, 1991 through October 20th, 2006. These contracts are available for between �ve

and thirteen months in advance of month m for the sample period. These contracts

provide a measure of not only the current stance of monetary policy but the market�s

expectation for future monetary policy. Hamilton (2007) performs several econometric

tests on Fed Funds Futures and �nds that they are excellent predictors of future monetary

policy. Hamilton�s econometric tests are partly in response to recent work by Piazzesi

and Swanson (2006) who argue that Fed Funds Futures are a biased measure of market

expectation of Federal Reserve policy. In any case, Fed Funds Futures contracts are the

best available daily measure of monetary policy expectations.

Letting Rf;mt denote the Fed Funds futures contract settling m = 1; ::; 6, full

months ahead, the change between date t and t� 1 in the market�s expectation for the

risk-free rate m full months ahead is

EtRm � Et�1Rm = Rf;mt �Rf;mt�1 .

The e¤ect of the surprise on the market�s expectation of the Fed Funds rate m

months ahead is then estimated for indicator k using

Rf;mt �Rf;mt�1 = �0 + �1Sk;t + "t.

Table 11 contains the results from estimating this equation for each of the

indicators. With the exception of Advance GDP, all the regressions have the expected
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signs and are signi�cant at almost all horizons with the greatest e¤ects being seen in

the 6 month ahead contracts. The signs on Advance GDP are always positive but never

signi�cant. The lack of signi�cance is likely due to the small sample size since it is the

only indicator sampled at the quarterly rather than monthly frequency.

2.3 The E¤ect of News on Returns

The data consist of four stock indices: the Dow Jones Composite Average, the

NASDAQ Composite, the NYSE Composite, and the S&P 500 Composite. I assess the

e¤ect of news surprises on government T-bill and bonds using 90-day, six-month, one

year, �ve-year, and ten-year yields.

I estimate

Rt =  + ��Sk;t +
6X

m=1

�m

�
Rf;mt �Rf;mt�1

�
+ "t (2.1)

and

Rt =  + ��Sk;t + �3
�
Rf;3t �Rf;3t�1

�
+ "t. (2.2)

For equities, Rt =
P closet �P closet�1

P closet�1
where P closet is the price of the asset at the end of day t.

For T-bills and bonds, Rt = Y ieldt � Y ieldt�1:

I compare the estimates from (2:1) and (2:2) with the results from estimating

Rt =  + �Sk;t + �t. (2.3)

Table 12 shows the results of estimating equations (2:3) and (2:2) for equity

markets; the results from estimating equation (2:1) were quite similar to those from (2:2).

�� and � are substantively the same for all seven indicators. There is thus no evidence

to support the notion that equity markets�response to macroeconomic news is mediated

through changes in monetary policy expectations.

The only news that consistently has signi�cant e¤ects is core CPI news. This

is consistent with the results of Rigobon and Sack (2006). However, the evidence here
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rules out the possibility that equity markets respond badly to in�ation surprises simply

because they imply higher future interest rates.

It is tempting to think that this result is an artifact of illiquidity in the Fed

Funds Futures market. However, table 13 illustrates that including changes in the Fed

Funds Futures rate explains the bulk of the response of government bond and T-bill

markets: most of the coe¢ cients on the news variables become insigni�cant after the

inclusion of changes in monetary policy expectations with the exception of those on

unemployment. Thus, the problem does not appear to lie with using Fed Funds Futures

as an indicator of monetary policy.7

Taken together, the results are perplexing: the results from the Fed Funds Fu-

tures market clearly demonstrate that markets understand the Federal Reserve�s Policy

rule. The results from bill and bond markets indicate that markets rapidly assimilate

the anticipated change in monetary policy. I leave the question of why monetary policy

expectations do not appear to mediate the response of equity markets for future research.

2.4 Acknowledgement

This chapter, in part, has been submitted for publication of the material as it may appear

in Economics Letters, Ghent, Andra C., Elsevier.

7The signi�cantly negative response of yields to positive news about unemployment
at longer maturities is puzzling. I therefore considered whether the same e¤ect was
present when using nonfarm payroll employment data, which is released at the same
time as the unemployment rate. After controlling for changes in the Fed Funds rate the
e¤ect of nonfarm payroll employment surprises on longer term yields is indeed positive,
consistent with the view that the slope of the yield curve increases with robust economic
growth. The negative e¤ect of positive news on unemployment is thus likely a statistical
anomaly.
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Table 11: The E¤ect of Surprises on Expectations of Future Monetary Policy

Ind icator 1-mo. ahead 2-mo. 3-mo. 4-mo. 5-mo. 6-mo.

Unemployment 0.0133
y

0.0188
y

0.025
y

0.0252
y

0.0296
y

0.0313
y

(3 .17) (4 .41) (5 .04) (4 .48) (4 .76) (4 .54)

New Home Sales 0 .0046
y

0.0067
y

0.0066
y

0.0078
y

0.0109
y

0.0120
y

(3 .46) (3 .94) (3 .40) (3 .25) (3 .89) (4 .01)

GDP Advance 0.0033 0.0039 0.0060 0.0052 0.0065 0.0065
y

(1 .20) (1 .01) (1 .18) (0 .93) (0 .96) (0 .84)

Consumer Con�dence 0.0033
y

0.0086
y

0.0111
y

0.0122
y

0.0141
y

0.0152
y

(2 .15) (3 .80) (4 .86) (4 .65) (4 .77) (4 .57)

Capacity Utilization 0.0067
y

0.0088
y

0.0103
y

0.012
y

0.0126
y

0.0145
y

(3 .94) (4 .56) (4 .51) (4 .48) (4 .10) (4 .21)

Core CPI 0.0053
y

0.0083
y

0.0089
y

0.0116
y

0.0128
y

0.0158
y

(2 .94) (3 .48) (3 .22) (3 .53) (3 .49) (3 .93)

Core PPI 0.0040 0.0053
y

0.0053 0.0069
y

0.0059 0.0058

(2.05)
y

(2 .35) (1 .95) (2 .22) (1 .55) (1 .51)

Notes: The numbers in the tab le are the � co e¢ cients from estim ating equation (2.1) for each of the m month ahead Fed Funds

Futures contracts for each of the ind icators. T -statistics are in parentheses. y denotes sign i�cance at the 5% level.
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Table 12: News E¤ects on Equity Returns
Ind icator Dow Nasdaq NYSE S&P500

� �� � �� � �� � ��

Unemp. -0 .157 0.083 -0 .169 -0 .263 -0 .322 0.147 -0 .380 -0 .030

(-0 .20) (0 .10) (-0 .13) (-0 .18) (-0 .43) (0 .18) (-0 .44) (-0 .99)

New Homes -0 .478 -0 .543 0.576 -0 .106 -0 .368 -0 .569 -0 .251 -0 .546

(-0 .79) (-0 .72) (0 .49) (-0 .09) (-0 .57) (-0 .85) (-0 .34) (-0 .72)

GDP Adv. 1.284 1.626 1.217 1.259 0.701 1.100 0.776 1.122

(1.03) (1 .31) (0 .59) (0 .60) (0 .54) (0 .87) (0 .53) (0 .77)

Cons. Conf. 0 .292 0.194 2.344 1.940 0.124 0.018 0.367 0.188

(0.44) (0 .27) (2 .02) (1 .56) (0 .19) (0 .03) (0 .48) (0 .23)

Cap. U til. 0 .111 0.416 1.387 1.367 0.609 0.836 0.963 1.193

(0.14) (0 .51) (1 .17) (1 .09) (0 .82) (1 .07) (1 .17) (1 .38)

Core CPI -3 .331
y

-3 .054
y

-4 .249
y

-4 .289
y

-3 .008
y

-2 .755
y

-3 .264
y

-3 .051
y

(-4 .47) (-4 .00) (-3 .77) (-3 .69) (-4 .23) (-3 .77) (-4 .12) (-3 .74)

Core PPI -0 .903 -0 .871 -1 .790 -1 .883 -1 .130 -1 .112 -1 .396 -1 .393

(-1 .30) (-1 .23) (-1 .67) (-1 .74) (-1 .60) (-1 .56) (-1 .81) (-1 .78)

Note: The numbers in the tab le are the co e¢ cients (x1000) on the news surprises from estim ating equations (3 .3) and (3.2) for

each of the ind icators. See also notes to tab le 11.
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Table 13: News E¤ects on Government Bill and Bond Yields
Ind icator 90-Day T -B ill 6-M onth T -B ill 1-Year 5-Year 10-Year

� �� � �� � �� � �� � ��

Unemp. 4.12
y

-0 .66 5.56
y

-0 .87 5.04
y

-2 .77 2.18 -3 .84
y

1.55 -2 .62
y

(3 .29) (-0 .68) (3 .71) (-0 .86) (2 .52) (-1 .82) (1 .19) (-2 .43) (1 .17) (-2 .23)

New Homes 2.17
y

0.21 2.40
y

0.10 2.66 -0 .42 2.84
y

0.59 2.57
y

0.98

(2.23) (0 .26) (2 .33) (0 .12) (1 .96) (-0 .40) (2 .79) (0 .75) (3 .28) (1 .53)

GDP Adv. 2.68
y

2.00 3.84
y

2.73
y

5.09
y

2.38
y

3.30 1.59 2.46 1.04

(2.12) (1 .73) (3 .15) (3 .34) (1 .92) (1 .48) (1 .47) (0 .88) (1 .31) (0 .69)

Cons. Conf. 1 .84
y

-0 .11 3.29
y

1.05 4.57
y

1.80 4.70
y

2.27
y

3.86
y

1.79
y

(2 .18) (-0 .14) (4 .10) (1 .47) (4 .18) (1 .79) (5 .11) (2 .73) (5 .02) (2 .60)

Cap. U til. 2 .74
y

-0 .32 2.84
y

-0 .13 4.19
y

-0 .00 3.53
y

0.27 2.69
y

0.49

(2.80) (-0 .42) (3 .38) (-0 .23) (2 .90) (-0 .00) (3 .00) (0 .27) (3 .28) (0 .70)

Core CPI 1.62 -0 .74 2.32
y

-0 .02 4.19
y

1.31 4.60
y

2.10
y

3.28
y

1.47

(1.52) (-0 .92) (2 .44) (-0 .03) (3 .52) (1 .55) (4 .13) (2 .47) (3 .64) (1 .98)

Core PPI 0.97 -0 .06 1.34 0.06 2.26 0.46 1.48 -0 .00 1.75
y

0.73

(1.09) (-0 .08) (1 .55) (0 .11) (1 .57) (0 .41) (1 .23) (0 .00) (2 .01) (1 .04)

See notes to tab les 11 and 12.
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2.5 Data Appendix

The Fed Funds Futures data is taken from Thomson Financial�s Datastream
database. The series codes are CFF1191, CFF1291,...., CFF0407. I take the asset price
data from the Global Financial Database. Both the consensus forecast and the actual
real-time value of the indicators are from the MMS Survey and were purchased from
Haver Analytic.
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3 Sticky Mortgages and the Real E¤ects of Monetary Policy

3.1 Introduction

Why does monetary policy have real e¤ects on the economy? Increasingly, policy

makers and academics realize that one of the primary channels for the transmission of

monetary policy is the housing market. Residential investment responds more quickly

and strongly to monetary policy shocks than other sectors of the economy. Perhaps

most obviously, the majority of housing is purchased using long-term �nancial contracts.

Most monetary general equilibrium models feature only one-period �nancial contracts.

By contrast, mortgages are not typically re�nanced every quarter. Even when households

do choose to incur the transactions costs associated with re�nancing, it is much more

costly to change the level of housing consumption.

I build a general equilibrium model that incorporates two features of hous-

ing consumption not well-modeled by existing literature on the monetary transmission

mechanism: 1) households move infrequently and 2) housing must be purchased using a

mortgage. The model involves no rigidities in producer pricing: instead, a change in the

money supply a¤ects the real interest rate because only lenders have access to the gov-

ernment bond market such that changes in the money supply are not distributed equally.

As a result, households shift their consumption into nondurables and away from residen-

tial investment following a rise in the nominal short rate. This �ts with the intuition

people have regarding why residential investment falls so much more than nondurable

consumption and yet, to date, the literature has lacked a micro-founded model with this

simple mechanism to explain the change in residential investment following a monetary

policy shock.

I also �nd only a modest decline in the decline in residential investment when

the time between adjustments decreases. While the incentive to decrease housing con-

sumption following a rise in the mortgage rate increases with the duration of the contract,

the rise in the mortgage rate decreases with longer contracts because of the expectations

hypothesis of interest rates: since the fall in the real short rate is relatively short-lived

89
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and the mortgage rate is a weighted average of this rate, the longer the contract is, the

smaller the rise in the short rate. However, for a given increase in the real mortgage rate,

lengthening the time between adjustments has a substantial e¤ect on the magnitude of

the decline in residential investment.

This speci�c limited participation mechanism follows the work of Alvarez, Atke-

son, and Kehoe (2002) and Occhino (2004). These papers focus on the liquidity a¤ect

alone that limited participation in government bond markets produces. They work with

endowment economies such that there is no change in the composition of real output fol-

lowing monetary policy shocks. Insofar as households must borrow to consume housing

in my model, I also draw on work by Christiano and Eichenbaum (1992, 1995) Chris-

tiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (1997, 2005). In the CEE framework, �rms must borrow

their wage bill in advance of production making marginal cost more sensitive to changes

in the real interest rate. The di¤erence here is that borrowing is for residential rather

business investment and contracts are long-term.

Despite the importance of housing and durable goods in the monetary trans-

mission mechanism, most monetary general equilibrium models ignore the role of housing

altogether and none to my knowledge have incorporated the linkage between mortgages

and housing consumption. Iacoviello (2005), Carlstrom and Fuerst (2006), Erceg and

Levin (2006), and Barsky, House, and Kimball (2007) do look at housing in general

equilibrium monetary models. Iacoviello�s (2005) paper is a sticky price model that uses

housing to propagate and amplify the monetary shock through a �nancial accelerator

mechanism. He abstracts from nonconvex adjustment costs and �nancial contracts last

only one period in his model. Furthermore, his focus is on the behavior of house prices

such that he holds the housing stock �xed leaving no role for changes in residential

investment.

Erceg and Levin (2006) build a two sector sticky price and sticky wage model

that incorporates convex adjustment costs of adjusting durables/residential investment.

The Erceg and Levin (2006) model is able to explain the magnitude of the response
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in durables/residential investment with nominal rigidities and large convex adjustment

contrasts. Barsky, House, and Kimball (2007) look at the relative importance of pro-

ducer price rigidities in durable and nondurable goods. They �nd that, if prices in the

durable goods sector are �exible, there are essentially no real e¤ects of sticky prices in

the nondurable goods sector. Carlstrom and Fuerst (2006) similarly look at a model

with �exible prices in the durable goods sector but sticky prices in the nondurable goods

sector, sticky wages, and convex adjustment costs. Their model is able to generate a

decline in the durable goods sector following a shock.

In contrast to these papers, there are no nominal rigidities in my model, house-

holds must take on a mortgage to consume housing, nonconvex adjustment costs are

captured using staggered adjustment, and the decline in residential investment happens

because the real mortgage rate rises. The model thus provides an avenue through which

monetary policy can a¤ect real activity in a �exible price world.

Another stream of literature (e.g., Lessard and Modigliani 1975 and Kearl

1979), has emphasized the tilt e¤ect of in�ation on nominally indexed mortgage con-

tracts. When the mortgage contract consists of nominal �xed payments, as is the case

in standard �xed-rate mortgages, an in�ationary environment will shift the burden of

mortgage payments to the earlier years of the mortgage as rational lenders incorporate

higher expectations for future in�ation into the contract. When households are credit

constrained, this leads to a decline in housing demand when in�ation expectations rise.

In this view, monetary policy that leads to higher long-term expectations of in�ation

reduces housing demand. However, I con�ne my attention to the e¤ect of unanticipated

monetary policy shocks in this paper.

The �nding that residential investment responds more strongly than other com-

ponents of GDP is not new and the results here are broadly similar to those found using

slightly di¤erent data or methodology: Bernanke and Gertler (1995), Frantinoni and

Schuh (2003), Barsky, House, and Kimball (2003), and Hamilton (2007) all provide em-

pirical evidence that housing consumption falls sharply following a contractionary mon-
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etary policy shock. Bernanke and Gertler (1995) for example �nd that the decline in

residential investment is larger than the decline in nondurable consumption despite mak-

ing a much smaller contribution to overall economic activity. Furthermore, residential

investment responds to monetary policy shocks before business investment.

This paper also builds on recent papers that have shown the importance of

housing and durable good consumption for asset pricing. Flavin and Yamashita (2002)

�nd that the inclusion of the portfolio constraint resulting from the consumption demand

for owner-occupied housing can explain why younger households hold proportionately less

equity in their portfolio than predicted by the mean-variance portfolio selection approach.

Flavin and Nakagawa (2008) and Piazzesi, Schneider, and Tuzel (2007) demonstrate that

the failure of the consumption CAPM owes to its omission of housing. Yogo (2006)

shows that a pricing kernel that includes durable and nondurable goods nonseparably

can, under certain conditions, replicate the cyclical pattern in the equity premium as

well as some cross-sectional features of stock returns.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 3:2 presents empirical

impulse response functions to illustrate the reaction of residential investment to monetary

policy shocks. Section 3:3 presents some motivating evidence for the assumptions in the

model. Section 3:4 outlines the benchmark model used to obtain the theoretical results

section 3:5 presents. Section 3:6 concludes. An appendix contains additional details on

the model solution.

3.2 Empirical Evidence on Residential Investment and Monetary Pol-

icy Shocks

In this section, I measure the response of the components of real GDP to a

monetary policy shock. I follow the standard approach (e.g., Barth and Ramey 2001,

Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans 2005, Erceg and Levin 2006) of identifying the

monetary policy shock using a Choleski decomposition of a VAR with four lags.
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The empirical model is

Xt=A0 +A1Xt�1 +A2Xt�2 +A3Xt�3 +A4Xt�4 + C�t (3.1)

Xt=

26666666666666666666664

GDPEx

Nondurable Consumption

Durable Consumption

Residential Investment

GDP De�ator

Producer Price Index

Federal Funds Rate

�M2

37777777777777777777775

(3.2)

where �t is a vector of zero mean i.i.d. shocks, C is lower triangular, and GDPEx consists

of all components of GDP other than nondurable consumption, durable consumption,

and residential investment. This identi�cation scheme is similar to that of Christiano,

Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005): the identifying assumptions are that 1) all variables

except the Fed Funds rate and M2 cannot instantaneously react to a change in monetary

policy, and 2) the Federal Reserve�s information set includes contemporaneous and lagged

values of all the real and nominal variables but only the lagged value of the growth rate

of the money supply.

3.2.1 Data

The sample period is 1965Q3 � 2007Q4, the period over which the Federal

Reserve has followed an interest rate policy for setting monetary policy with the arguable

exception of the monetarist period of the early 1980s. This the same sample period as

Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans use. All variables are seasonally adjusted and all

variables except M2 enter the VAR in levels.8 I construct real chain-weighted values

8The results with M2 in log-levels rather than �rst di¤erences were very similar to
those using the growth rate of M2. The results with di¤erent orderings of the �rst six
variables in the VAR were also quite similar to those shown.
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for all other components of GDP using the Divisia chain-weighted approach outlined

in Whelan (2002) on nominal GDP data in BEA table 1.1.5 and the price de�ators in

BEA table 1.1.4. As no de�ator data is available for the change in inventories, I use

the GDP de�ator for that component. Producer prices, the Fed Funds rate, and M2 are

taken from the International Monetary Funds International Financial Database (series

IDs 11163...ZF..., 11160B..ZF..., and 11159MBCZF...).

3.2.2 Results

Figure 3:1 shows the impulse responses of the real variables in the system to

a 100 basis point unanticipated increase in the Federal Funds rate. The responses are

expressed as percentages of the variables and the error bands are constructed using

the bootstrap method with 500 repetitions. Residential investment responds by far

the most strongly and the most quickly of the four real variables. In the �rst quarter

after the shock, the decline in residential investment is more than thirteen times that of

nondurable consumption and more than nine times the decline in durable consumption

while the remainder of GDP has yet to decline. The trough for residential investment

comes a mere �ve quarters after the shock at which point its decline exceeds that of the

remainder of GDP, nondurables, and durables by factors of 12, nearly 8, and 3. The

trough in durables also comes after �ve quarters while nondurables and the remainder

of GDP reach their lowest points eight and ten quarters after the shock.

The results are similar to those of Erceg and Levin (2006), who measure the

combined response of durables and residential investment, and Barsky, House, and Kim-

ball (2003), who use Romer dates to identify monetary policy shocks. Consistent with

Barsky, House and Kimball�s (2003), the response of residential investment is much

sharper than that of durables. The results are also similar to those of Bernanke and

Gertler (1995) although here the response in nondurables is slower than the response

in residential investment rather than the similar timing in the declines Bernanke and

Gertler �nd.
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3.3 The Nature of Housing Consumption

To explain the strong and rapid response of housing to a monetary policy

shock, this paper uses two features of housing consumption not well-modeled by existing

literature: �rst, households infrequently adjust their housing consumption, and second,

households usually take on a mortgage to purchase a house. This section provides some

facts about the US real estate market to motivate these assumptions.

3.3.1 The Transactions Costs of Housing

While households can and do increase their housing consumption slightly through

home renovations, the primary way households change their housing consumption is by

moving. The evidence suggests these costs are large. Quigley (2002) o¤ers a review of

the di¤erent forms of these transactions costs. They include the direct costs of moving,

the search costs of �nding a new home, the costs of matching a borrower with a lender,

the legal and administrative costs of closing the sale of a home, and the psychic costs of

moving.

The costs of moving one�s possessions from one location to another are certainly

a large part of the costs of changing one�s housing consumption. Quigley (2002) cites

evidence that the average direct cost of an interstate move in the U.S. is $9000. Weicher

(2006) �nds that in 2004 the average realtor�s fees for a home sale in the US sum to

approximately 5.1% of the value of a home. In addition to these costs, closing fees

typically include: 1) Loan origination fee; 2) loan application fee; 3) title search; 4) title

insurance; 5) inspection fee; 6) appraisal fee, 7) credit report fee; 8) attorney / settlement

fee; and 9) government recording and transfer charges. Unlike realtor�s fees, these fees

vary substantially from state to state and often depend on the amount of the loan, the

amount of the down payment, and the credit worthiness of the borrower. Furthermore,

many mortgage brokers roll some or all of these fees into the mortgage such that the

mortgage amount and the rate the borrower pays changes depending on which fees are

included or excluded from the mortgage.
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Woodward (2003) carefully examines industry practices and uses a unique data

set to estimate the sum of closing fees (excluding the realtor�s fee). Her sample covers

data on 2700 loans originated between 1996 and 2001. She �nds the average broker�s

fee is $2,425 on an average loan of $130,000, or 1.9% of the loan amount. She estimates

total closing costs to be $4,050 on an average loan of $130,000. Since the fees for services

other than the mortgage broker�s fee are not typically quoted as a percent of the loan

amount, the fees may be a somewhat smaller percentage of the home sale price for more

expensive homes.

Using the moving estimate from Quigley (2002), the realtor fee costs of Weicher

(2006), and Woodward�s (2003) closing costs estimates enables a crude estimate of the

total direct transactions costs of altering housing consumption. Assuming that the value

of the home is $162,500 to be consistent with a loan of $130,000, a �rst-time home buyer

incurs direct transactions costs equal to approximately 8% of the value of the home while

a homeowner who moves from a house she already owns must also pay the realtor�s fees

for the sale of the previous home bringing her total direct transactions costs to 13.1%.

The estimate above does not include the search costs or psychic costs of moving.

The Housing Allowance Demand Experiment, discussed in detail by Weinberg, Fried-

man, and Mayo (1981), provides some evidence on these costs. The Housing Allowance

Demand Experiment consisted of issuing low-income renting households vouchers pro-

portional to their housing expenditure, where the voucher varied from 20% to 60% of the

value of the household�s housing expenditure. The experiment, conducted from 1973 to

1976 in Phoenix and Pittsburgh, provided economists with a �eld experiment in which

to measure the total transactions costs associated with moving insofar as, in the ab-

sence of moving costs, households could be expected move to more expensive quarters

in response to the change in relative prices. Venti and Wise (1984) found that the total

costs of moving were 14% of total utility, or $60 a month in income. Bartik, Butler, and

Liu (1992) found that the average household was willing to pay 10-17% of their current

income to stay in their current residence rather than move. Bearing in mind that renters
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bear no closing costs and, in general, much smaller or no realtors�fees, the estimates for

home owners would likely be far larger.

Both my estimates above and the estimates from the Housing Allowance De-

mand Experiment are rough. However, their magnitude suggests that modeling housing

as infrequently adjusted as a result of large, nonconvex transactions costs is sensible.

3.3.2 How Housing Is Purchased

Among the main features of housing that distinguishes it from other consump-

tion goods is that it is usually �nanced using a long-term contract. As of 2001, ap-

proximately three quarters of outstanding U.S. mortgages were traditional �xed rate

mortgages with 87% of houses purchased using a mortgage (U.S. Census Bureau, 2005,

tables 1 and 2 � 1). While the share of mortgage issuance that is �xed rate varies

over time (see Koijen, Van Hemert, and Van Nieuwerburgh, 2008), most adjustable rate

mortgages feature some period of time in which the rate is �xed (often two years). In

practice households can sometimes renegotiate their mortgage when the interest rate falls

or change the length of their mortgage in response to unexpected changes in income: as

of 2001, about 17% of �rst mortgages on single family homes were re�nanced mortgages

(U.S. Census Bureau, 2005, table 2-3). Even with re�nancing, however, the household

cannot change the amount of housing it is consuming.

Thus, we can summarize by saying that housing is best modeled as purchased

using a long-term �nancial contract. Intuitively, the fact that households almost invari-

ably borrow to consume housing makes residential investment much more sensitive to

changes in real interest rates. The model below shows that this is indeed the case.

3.4 The Model

The model is deliberately stylized to focus on the implications of the two main

rigidities this model implies. Thus, there are many aspects of housing consumption that

are certainly important to understanding the linkage between the monetary transmission

mechanism and housing such as the choice of mortgage contract and down payment
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constraints that the model does not capture.

The main assumptions in the model are 1) there are lumpy adjustment costs in

housing consumption that are proxied by �xed J�period investments that home buyers

make in a staggered fashion, 2) housing must be purchased using a real mortgage that

lasts for J periods and cannot be renegotiated, and 3) the monetary authority changes

the money supply by interacting lenders in the government bond market. Housing ad-

justment is thus time-dependent rather than state-dependent. This assumption is made

primarily for computational convenience and is a reduced form for the actual process

governing housing adjustment which results from a combination of the nonconvex ad-

justment costs as well as stochastic life events such as marriage, job changes, the arrival

of children, and death. Monetary shocks are the only source of uncertainty in the model.

I also assume that housing and nondurables are produced using identical technologies

and that the house depreciates completely after J periods.

Mortgages are modeled as real �nancial contracts to focus on the implications

of the asymmetric �nancial market participation for the economy rather than the re-

distribution between lenders and borrowers that happens as in�ation changes the real

value of nominally contracted �nancial payments. The assumption that only lenders can

participate in the government bond market is akin to the limited participation mod-

els pioneered by Grossman and Weiss (1983) and Rotemberg (1984). The mechanism

follows the more recent incarnations of limited participation by Alvarez, Atkeson, and

Kehoe (2002) and Occhino (2004) where only a subset of agents can transact in the

bond market. I depart from Alvarez, Atkeson, and Kehoe (2002) and Occhino (2004)

by having consumers hold money through inserting it in the utility function rather than

through imposing a CIA constraint. This simpli�es the analysis here, since, unlike in

the Alvarez, Atkeson, and Kehoe (2002) and Occhino (2004) endowment economies, the

CIA constraints will not necessarily bind for home buyers. However, the intuition for the

liquidity e¤ect remains the same as in Occhino (2004): in response to an increase in the

nominal interest rate, lenders purchase more bonds and hold less cash. Because lenders
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absorb all of the increase in the money supply via changes in their bond holdings, their

consumption changes and hence the real interest rate changes.

Finally, households inelastically supply labor in this model such that there is

no change in aggregate output following a monetary shock, only a change in the share

of output devoted to nondurable consumption and residential investment. I eliminate

endogenous labor supply from the model because the change in the wealth distribution

after a monetary policy shock induces a change in labor supply solely from wealth e¤ects.

While it may indeed be the case that changes in the distribution of wealth lead to

increases or decreases in leisure consumption at the aggregate level, adding this margin

makes it more di¢ cult to focus on the change in the distribution of consumption spending

on di¤erent goods following a monetary policy shock.

3.4.1 Firms

There is a continuum of perfectly competitive �rms of measure one in the

economy that produce undi¤erentiated goods, Yt, using only inelastically supplied labor,

Lt = L, as an input with the technology

Yt = Lt = L.

They maximize pro�ts by choosing labor, leading to the equilibrium conditions

PHt = Pt

and

Wt = 1.

3.4.2 Households

There are two types of households in the economy: households that consume

housing and nondurables and households that consume only nondurable goods. The �rst

type of household, the home buyer, holds cash balances and borrows to buy housing,
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while households that consume only the nondurable good, lenders, hold cash balances

and make loans. Only lenders have access to the government bond market and thus

receive the monetary injection. This division of households captures the idea that most

households require a mortgage to purchase a home. The set of home buyers is of measure

� 2 (0; 1) and the set of lenders is of measure 1� �.

Home Buyers Home buyers are further subdivided into J types of house-

holds that are heterogeneous in the period in which they can change their housing con-

sumption.9 Only households that are currently of type 0 can immediately adjust their

housing. This captures the infrequent adjustment of housing. That is, slow adjustment

is imposed through a staggering structure similar to the mechanism Taylor (1980) used

to model wages. The J types of home buyers are each of measure �=J .

Each period, the household chooses how much to consume of the nondurable

good, how much cash to take into the next period, how much to work out of its normalized

time endowment of 1, and how much housing to consume if it is a type 0 household. To

purchase a home, a type 0 requires a mortgage that it must repay within J periods. To

impose this requirement, I assume that the choice of how much housing to consume and

how much to borrow is one and the same. I also assume repayment within J periods for

computational convenience; none of the intuition of the model relies on this assumption.

All mortgages are �xed rate. The household borrows Ht;0 at time t and repays the

mortgage in installments of Ht;0
�
(Rt�1)RJ�1t

RJt �1

�
for each of the next J periods where Rt is

the period t gross real interest rate for Rt > 1. This payment schedule comes from the

formula for the present value of an annuity where the present value of the annuity is Ht;0

and the payments start in period 0 rather than the more customary period 1. It can be

derived by subtracting the value of a consol that begins in period t + J from the value

of a consol that begins in period t. Since the value of the consol is 1 when Rt = 1, the

payment schedule is simply Ht;0=J in this case.
9A Calvo-style probabilistic mechanism to convexify the economy is not appropriate

in this framework. This is because home buyers will not in general be homogeneous in
their choice of money holdings. That is, optimal real balances are not independent of
when the household last changed its housing stock.
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Housing is subject to One-Hoss Shay depreciation. That is, at the end of J peri-

ods, the housing stock of each household depreciates completely. Letting Ft =
(Rt�1)RJ�1t

RJt �1

denote the interest rate factor on mortgage payments, the representative household of

type 0�s period t value function is thus

V0(Mt�1;J�1) = max
fCt;0;Ht;0;Mt;0g

�
u (Ct;0;Ht;0) + !

h
1 ln

�
Mt;0

Pt

�
+ �EtV1 (Mt;0;Ht;0)

�

subject to

Ct;0 +
Mt;0

Pt
+ FtHt;0 =Wt +

Mt�1;J�1
Pt

where V1 (�) is the value function of a household of type 1 since the household will be

a type 1 household next period, Ct;j is nondurables�consumption, Ht;j is the housing

stock, and Mt;j is nominal balances.

A household that is currently of type j 6= 0; J � 1 cannot change its housing

stock in period t but must make mortgage payments on its house. Its value function is

thus

Vj (Mt�1;j�1;Ht�j;0) (3.3)

= max
fCt;j ;Mt;jg

�
u (Ct;j ;Ht�j;0) + !

h
1 ln

�
Mt;j

Pt

�
+ �EtVj+1 (Mt;j ;Ht�j;0)

�

subject to

Ct;j +
Mt;j

Pt
+ Ft�jHt�j;0 =Wt +

Mt�1;j�1
Pt

(3.4)

while a household of type J � 1 has the value function

VJ�1
�
Mt�1;J�2;Ht�(J�1);0

�
(3.5)

= max
fCt;J�1;Mt;J�1g

�
u
�
Ct;J�1;Ht�(J�1);0

�
+ !h1 ln

�
Mt;J�1
Pt

�
+ �EtV0 (Mt;J�1)

�

subject to (3:4) evaluated at j = J�1. The di¤erence between equations (3:3) and (3:5)

is that a household of type J � 1 will be a household of type 0 next period and housing
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does not enter the value function of a type 0 agent since the housing stock completely

depreciates at the end of J periods.

Optimizing behavior is determined recursively using the �rst order conditions

of each of the di¤erent J types of households. The single period utility from housing

and nondurable goods is

u(Ct;j ;Ht;j) =
1

�
ln
�
H�

t;j + C
�
t

�
;

Ht;j =Ht�j;0:

� � 1, � 6= 0,  > 0, such that consumption services from housing are proportional

to the housing stock. I allow for the possibility that the goods are nonseparable based

on the empirical evidence Flavin and Nakagawa (2008) and Piazzesi, Schneider, and

Tuzel (2006) provide. When � > 0; u12 (�) < 0 such that housing and nondurables are

Edgeworth substitutes with � = 1 representing the case of perfect substitutes. When

� < 0; the two goods are Edgeworth complements with � = �1 representing the extreme

case of Leontief preferences. The case of separability is given by

u (Ct;j ;Ht;j) = ln (Ht;j) + ln (Ct;j) .

Letting ui (�) denote the �rst derivative of the felicity function with respect to

its ith argument, the �rst order condition for housing at an interior solution is

Et

J�1X
j=0

�ju2 (Ct+j;j ;Ht;0) = Et

J�1X
j=0

�ju1 (Ct+j;j ;Ht;0)Ft. (3.6)

The left hand side is the discounted marginal utility of the housing services one unit of

housing provides in the periods in which the unit will be held. This must be equal to

the decrease in expected utility from mortgage payments in periods t through t+ J � 1.

Lenders Lenders in the economy consume only the nondurable good. It is

necessary to introduce some heterogeneity between lenders and borrowers to generate
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positive borrowing in general equilibrium. Bernanke and Gertler (1989) accomplish this

by assuming that entrepreneurs do not consume when they are young while Carlstrom

and Fuerst (1997) assume entrepreneurs discount the future more heavily than house-

holds. I instead assume lenders do not consume housing. Clearly, all of these assumptions

are imperfect and are made for computational purposes only. Note, however, that in this

model assuming that lenders do not consume housing is equivalent to assuming that

lenders own their homes outright, never change their housing consumption, and have

preferences that are separable in housing and nondurable consumption.

Each period, the representative lender chooses how much to consume, how much

cash to hold, how much to lend to the type 0 home buyers, and its holdings of government

bonds. Letting Ct;s, bt;s, bt;GOV;s and Mt;s denote the consumption of nondurables, real

loans to borrowers, one-period nominal loans to the government, and nominal balances,

the representative lender�s problem is

max
fCt;s;Mt;sg1t=0

E0

( 1X
t=0

�t
�
u (Ct;s) + !

s
1 ln

�
Mt;s

Pt

��)

subject to

Ct;s + bt;s +
bt;GOV;s
Pt

+
Mt;s

Pt
=
Mt�1;s
Pt

+

J�1X
j=0

bt�j;sFt�j +Rt�1;SHORT
bt�1;GOV;s

Pt

and

u (Ct;s) = lnCt;s.

The Euler equations for cash balances, loans to home buyers, and loans to the
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government are

u0 (Ct;s) =!
s
1

Pt
Mt;s

+ �Et

�
u0 (Ct+1;s)

Pt
Pt+1

�

Ft=Et

8<:
J�1X
j=0

�j
u0 (Ct+j;s)

u0 (Ct;s)

9=;
1=Et

�
�
u0 (Ct+1;s)Rt;SHORTPt

u0 (Ct;s)Pt+1

�
.

!h1 and !s1 will not in general be identical since lenders consume only non-

durables while home buyers consume both housing and nondurables. Since the money-

in-the-utility function is a reduced form for the bene�t consumers get from saving on

transactions costs or shopping time, lenders value cash more highly if cash is only re-

quired to purchase nondurables. In solving for the steady state, I calibrate !h1 and

!s1such that real cash balances are proportional to each household type�s nondurable

consumption.

3.4.3 The Consolidated Government and Monetary Authority

The monetary authority adjusts the money supply to follow the interest rate

targeting rule
Rt;SHORT
RSHORT

=

�
Rt�1;SHORT
RSHORT

��R
exp ("t)

and the period t money supply equals the money supply in the previous period less

government sales of bonds plus government repayment of bonds issued in the previous

period, i.e.,

Mt =Mt�1 � bt;GOV +Rt�1;SHORT bt�1;GOV .

3.4.4 Equilibrium

In equilibrium, the nondurable goods market, housing market, loan markets,

and the money market all clear such that in addition to the �rst order conditions, the
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interest rate rule, and the government budget constraint, the equilibrium conditions are

L=Ct +
�

J
Ht;0

Ct=
�

J

J�1X
j=0

Ct;j + (1� �)Ct;s

bt;GOV = (1� �) bt;GOV;s

(1� �) bt;s=
�

J
Ht;0

Mt=
�

J

J�1X
j=0

Mt;j + (1� �)Mt;s

Equilibrium also requires the inclusion of all but one type of household�s budget con-

straints as equilibrium conditions. The omitted agent�s budget constraint is then auto-

matically satis�ed by the aggregate resource constraint.

3.4.5 The Solution

To solve the model, I con�ne my attention to the symmetric case where home

buyers are identical in their nondurable consumption and real balances in the steady

state. The appendix contains the full set of equilibrium conditions, the solution for the

steady-state, and the log-linearization of the equilibrium conditions around the steady

state. I use the DYNARE software suite to solve the log-linearized model. DYNARE uses

a generalized Schur decomposition to solve the system: see Klein (2000) and Sims (2001)

for additional details on this general approach to solving systems of linear di¤erence

equations.

3.5 Housing and Monetary Policy Shocks

This section quanti�es the implications of the model for the e¤ects of monetary

policy. I �rst present the benchmark parameterization of the model and then study

the e¤ects of an expansionary monetary policy shock in the benchmark model. I next

explore the role of complementarity by looking at the e¤ects of monetary policy shocks

when housing and nondurables are Edgeworth complements and substitutes. I then look
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at how the results depend on the adjustment length. Finally, I consider the case where

the monetary authority follows a money supply rule and changes the money supply by

helicopter drop to lenders instead of through conducting open market operations.

3.5.1 Parameterization

Table 14 contains the benchmark parameter values where a period is to be

interpreted as one quarter. In 2005, the median US household last moved �ve years

earlier while the median US home owner last moved nine years earlier (U.S. Census

Bureau 2006, Table 2-9). I therefore set J = 20. Because housing adjustment is time-

dependent rather than state-dependent in my model, using a larger value of J may

overstate the true degree of rigidity. Furthermore, in reality households can re�nance,

an option that might reduce the sensitivity of the model to monetary policy shocks.

I set �, the household�s discount factor, to 0:99. Flavin and Nakagawa (2008)

estimate �, the parameter governing the degree of complementarity between housing

and nondurables�consumption to be strongly negative implying a large complementarity

between the two goods. Their measure of nondurables consumption is food consumption

and there may be a particularly high degree of complementarity between these two

items. Furthermore, Piazzesi, Schneider, and Tuzel (2007) report several estimates of

this parameter, many of which imply the two goods are Edgeworth substitutes. As the

literature has not reached a consensus on the value of this parameter, I use separable

utility in the benchmark case.

To solve for the steady-state of the model, I assume that households spend

one third of their income on mortgage payments. I set the persistence of the monetary

policy shock to 0:8 and the standard deviation of the shock to 0:01 per quarter such

that the impulse responses represent the percent deviations from steady state of the

variables in response to an exogenous, persistent increase in the nominal interest rate of

100 basis points. After assuming a value for the share of home buyers�net income spent

on consumption, Cshare, evaluating (3:6) at the steady state of the model implies the

value of . I calibrate !h1 and !
s
1 by making steady state real balances of each type of
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household proportional to their consumption and set steady state velocity to 10.

3.5.2 The Reaction to Monetary Policy Shocks

Figure 3:2 shows the aggregate responses of the economy to a contractionary

monetary policy shock in the benchmark economy. Because of the limited participation

in government bond markets, lenders�consumption declines such that the real short rate

rises. As in standard in asset pricing models, lenders require a higher return to lend a

dollar that will be returned to them when their consumption is higher and hence their

marginal utility is lower.

The real mortgage rate also rises but by a much smaller amount since it is, to

a �rst order approximation, a weighted average of future short rates. This is simply the

expectations hypothesis of the term structure at play. Residential investment thus falls

by more than 1% in response to the 100 basis point increase in the nominal short rate.

This is not nearly as strong as the fall in residential investment in the data largely because

aggregate output is �xed in the model. With output �xed, nondurables must increase

to clear the market. Here, the change in the share of income devoted to residential

investment is consistent with the empirical evidence. In a model that also decreased

the size of the pie in response to an increase in the policy rate, the fall in residential

investment would be much sharper and closer to the data.

A major limitation of the model is in its prediction of a rise in the price level

following a rise in the short rate. This happens because the consolidated government

/ monetary authority raises the stock of government debt outstanding to reduce the

money supply. Eventually, the government needs to retire the debt. As its only source of

revenue in this model is the in�ation tax, it eventually must increase the money supply

to bring the debt back down to the steady state level. As a result, the nominal money

supply increases in the long run. In response to the anticipated long run increase in the

money supply, the price level increases immediately. In most industrialized countries,

in actual practice �scal and monetary policy are clearly separate and the monetary

authority merely changes the ownership of government bonds from itself to the private
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sector to change the money supply. Without introducing a more complete description of

the monetary authority�s operating procedures or allowing the government some other

way to raise tax revenue, the government�s only option to reduce its debt is to monetize

it.

Without additional frictions, the timing of the impulse responses in the model is

inconsistent with the empirical evidence. As is well-known, the e¤ects of monetary policy

shocks are only slowly felt throughout the economy. Barth and Ramey (2001), Romer

and Romer (2004), and Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005) are typical results in

the literature: the e¤ect of a monetary policy shock on real and nominal variables peaks

at six to eight quarters and continues to have e¤ects for several quarters thereafter.

However, sticky price models also su¤er from this problem when they are not augmented

with additional rigidities as Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan (2000) emphasize.

3.5.3 The Role of Complementarity

Figure 3:3 compares the aggregate impulse responses when � = �2, such that

housing and nondurables are Edgeworth complements, and when � = 0:5 with the bench-

mark case. Not surprisingly, there is the greatest substitution towards housing when the

two goods are substitutes and the smallest fall in housing consumption when the two

goods are complements.

The bottom three rows of �gure 3 exhibit the responses by home buyer type.

When the two goods are complements, the household that was a type 0 household at

the time of the initial shock, who reduces his housing consumption the most because

he faces the greatest rise in the mortgage rate, starts decreasing his consumption of

nondurables in the following period as demonstrated by the downward spike of the type

1 home buyer in period 1 and the downward spike of the type 2 home buyer in period

2. After each home buyer type has a chance to decrease their housing consumption,

they start decreasing their nondurable consumption since they now get lower marginal

utility from consuming a unit of nondurables. Furthermore, as the impulse responses for

a household of type 19 (the household that will be a type 0 household next period), there
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is a decrease in nondurable consumption on the part of home buyers in anticipation of

when they will have the chance to change their housing consumption. The aggregate

increase in nondurable consumption in the case of complements is thus largely led by

households that will not have a chance to adjust their housing consumption while the

real mortgage rate is below steady state.

3.5.4 Shorter Contracts

One of the driving forces in the model is that mortgages are long term contracts

such that, when the real interest rate rises, households are forced to lock in housing

consumption at a higher rate for several periods to come. As a result, we would expect

the real e¤ects to be less pronounced if mortgage contracts are shorter. To verify this

prediction, �gure 3:4 illustrates the results when J = 4 and J = 8 rather than the

benchmark case of J = 20 such that mortgage contracts last only one or two years.

While the mortgage is entirely �xed rate, this corresponds with the length of time during

which many adjustable rate mortgages (for example, the popular 2/28s correspond to a

�xed rate for two years) have �xed rates.

As compared with the benchmark case, the aggregate response is smaller as

the time between adjustment falls. However, the decline is not as dramatic as might be

suspected because the real mortgage rate rises by more with shorter contract lengths.

This is simply an e¤ect of the expectations hypothesis of the term structure: when

mortgage contracts correspond to J = 20, the mortgage rate is a weighted average of the

real short rate over the next 20 periods. During many of these periods the real short rate

is back at its steady state value such that there is a much smaller change in the mortgage

rate than in the cases of J = 4 and J = 8: the rise in the real mortgage rate when J = 4

is more than three times the rise in the real mortgage rate as in the benchmark case.

To explore the e¤ect of the length between adjustment periods alone, �gure 5

shows the change in residential investment for the three di¤erent contract lengths when

the mortgage rate rises by 10 basis points. This is a similar rise in the mortgage rate

to that in the benchmark model. To achieve this rise in all three models, I change the
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size of the shock to the short interest rate for each J . Here, we say that the length of

the contract plays a major role in the magnitude of the decline of residential investment

with the fall in the case of J = 20 more than �ve times the fall when J = 4.

3.5.5 A Money Supply Rule

The idea that only lenders can transact in the bond market provides credible

microfoundations for limited participation models; older limited participation mecha-

nisms relied on implausibly high transactions costs of going to the bank. Unfortunately,

the full limited participation model leads to counterfactual implications for the price

level following a contractionary shock. In this subsection, I therefore consider a simpler

version of the model without government bonds in which the monetary authority con-

ducts monetary policy by simply reducing the size of its helicopter drop. Analogously

to the benchmark model, only lenders receive helicopter drops of money.

Whether one prefers the model with a full mechanism for limited participation

or a more reduced form model that leads to more realistic predictions for the price level

is ultimately a matter of taste. However, �gure 6 shows the results of a 1% negative

shock to the growth rate of the money supply in this environment for the benchmark

case in which the two goods are separable. As before, the real mortgage rate rises leading

to a decline in the share of housing in aggregate output. Real balances also decline and

now the price level jumps immediately to a lower level as expected after a contractionary

shock.

3.6 Conclusions

Empirically, residential investment plays a central, if not the central, role in the

monetary transmission mechanism. Nevertheless, most monetary models omit housing

from the model altogether. While there are important exceptions to this general ten-

dency, there has been little work done on modeling the most important, and perhaps

obvious, characteristics of housing for the monetary transmission mechanism: house-

holds usually consume housing by taking on a mortgage and only infrequently adjust
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their housing consumption. This paper takes a step towards �lling this lacuna. By

imposing the requirement that households must borrow to consume housing, a rise in

the real interest rate leads home buyers to consume substantially less housing and more

nondurables.

The �ndings point to several useful directions for future research. First, while

bond markets are segmented by lenders and borrowers in the model, heterogeneity in

�nancial market participation could exist for other reasons and have similar e¤ects on

the real interest rate and hence on housing consumption if households must borrow to

consume housing. Furthermore, the frequency with which households change their hous-

ing consumption is exogenous in this paper and there is no option to re�nance. As is

well-known in the sticky price literature, the real e¤ects of monetary shocks are often

quite di¤erent in time-dependent models than in state-dependent models.10 The same

reasoning applies to rigidities in housing. In future research, it would be useful to model

staggered housing adjustment in an environment where the household optimally chooses

whether to incur the adjustment costs associated both with moving and re�nancing.

Finally, all mortgages in the model are �xed-rate. How mortgage choice a¤ects the reac-

tion of the housing market and the macroeconomy to monetary shocks under alternative

mortgage arrangements remain important unanswered questions that both theoretical

and empirical work need to address.

10See, for example, Caplin and Spulber (1987), Ball and Romer (1990), Caplin and
Leahy (1991), Caballero and Engel (1993), Dotsey, King, and Wolman (1999), and
Golosov and Lucas (2007).
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Table 14: Benchmark Parameterization (quarterly)

Parameter Description Benchmark

J Number of periods between housing changes 20

� Discount factor 0:99

�R AR(1) Coe¢ cient in Interest Rate Rule 0:8

�R Std. dev. of monetary shock 0:01

� Share of home buyers 0:7

Cshare Steady state fraction of home buyer�s income spent on housing 1=3

� Steady state gross in�ation rate 1:01

� Steady state velocity 10
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Figure 3.1: Empirical Impulse Responses to a 100 bp Increase in the Federal Funds Rate
Impulse responses are expressed in percentages. Blue dashed lines denote 95% error bands
constructed by bootstrapping with 500 repetitions. The sample period is 1965q3 - 2007q4.
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Figure 3.2: Model Impulse Responses to 100 bp Increase in Nominal Short Rate
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Figure 3.3: The Role of Complementarity
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Figure 3.4: Impulse Responses to 100 bp Increase in Nominal Short Rate for Di¤erent
Js
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Figure 3.5: Response of Residential Investment to 10 bp Increase in Mortgage Rate for
Di¤erent Js
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Figure 3.6: Impulse Responses for a 1% Decline in the Money Supply Growth Rate
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3.7 Appendix: Solving the Model

The budget constraint and FOCs for housing and cash for a type 0 household

are

Ct;0=Wt +
Mt�1;J�1

Pt
� Mt;0

Pt
�Ht;0Ft (3.7)

Et

J�1X
j=0

�ju2 (Ct+j;j ;Ht;0) =Et

J�1X
j=0

�ju1 (Ct+j;j ;Ht;0)Ft. (3.8)

u1 (Ct;0;Ht;0) =!
h
1

Pt
Mt;0

+ �Et

�
u1 (Ct+1;1;Ht;0)

Pt
Pt+1

�
. (3.9)

The budget constraint and FOC for cash for a type j 6= 0; J � 1 are

Ct;j =Wt +
Mt�1;j�1

Pt
� Mt;j

Pt
�Ht�j;0Ft�j (3.10)

u1 (Ct;j ;Ht�j;0) =!
h
1

Pt
Mt;j

+ �Et

�
u1 (Ct+1;j+1;Ht�j;0)

Pt
Pt+1

�
. (3.11)

and for a type j = J � 1 household they are

Ct;J�1=
Mt�1;J�2

Pt
� Mt;J�1

Pt
�Ht�(J�1);0Ft�(J�1) (3.12)

u1
�
Ct;J�1;Ht�(J�1);0

�
=!h1

Pt
Mt;J�1

+ �Et

�
u1 (Ct+1;0;Ht+1;0)

Pt
Pt+1

�
. (3.13)

The �rst order conditions for a saver are

u0 (Ct;s) =!
s
1

Pt
Mt;s

+ �Et

�
u0 (Ct+1;s)

Pt
Pt+1

�
(3.14)

u0 (Ct;s) =Et

8<:
J�1X
j=0

�ju0 (Ct+j;s)Ft

9=; (3.15)

u0 (Ct;s) =Et

�
u0 (Ct+1;s)Rt;SHORT

Pt
Pt+1

�
(3.16)
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The �rm�s �rst order condition is

Wt = 1. (3.17)

We also have the �rst-order accurate market-clearing conditions

Ct=
�

J

J�1X
j=0

Ct;j + (1� �)Ct;s (3.18)

Mt=
�

J

J�1X
j=0

Mt;j + (1� �)Mt;s (3.19)

0=Ct +
�

J
Ht;0 (3.20)

The monetary authority follows

Rt;SHORT
RSHORT

=

�
Rt�1;SHORT
RSHORT

��M
exp

�
"Mt
�

(3.21)

by adjusting the money supply according to

Mt =Mt�1 +Rt�1;SHORT bt�1;GOV � bt;GOV . (3.22)

This constitutes a system of J � 2 +10 di¤erence equations in the J � 2+10 unknowns

fCj ;mj ; j = 0; :::; J � 1g, Cs, Ms, C, H0, W , P , F , RSHORT , bGOV , and M .

3.7.1 The Steady State

To calibrate steady state real balances, I assume that mj =
Mj

P =
Cj
� and

ms =
Ms
P = Cs

� where � is velocity. We can then solve for the steady state values of Cj ,

Cs, H and the parameter  by evaluating (??), the budget constraints for a lender and
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a home buyer, and the resource constraint at the steady state. We have

Cj =Cshare

�
WL� Cj

�j

�
1� 1

�

��
=CshareWL

�
1 +

1

�j

�
1� 1

�

���1
H = (1� Cshare)WL

F

�
1 +

1

�j

�
1� 1

�

���1

F =

0@J�1X
j=0

�j

1A�1

Cs=
�
L� �Cj �

�

J
H
�
= (1� �)

 =

�
Cj
H

���1
F

The steady short rate, money supply, and real stock of government bonds are then

RSHORT =
�

�

m= �mj + (1� �)ms

bGOV
P

=�m
�
1� 1

�

��
1� 1

�

�
3.7.2 The Linearized Equilibrium

Letting x̂t denote the percent deviation in a variable from its steady state,

b2 =
��

H�+C�
,

and b4 =
��

H� + C�j

��1
C��1j

��1
the �rst order Taylor expansion around the steady

state of the system is

J�1X
j=0

�j (� � 1) Ĥt;0 = Et

J�1X
j=0

�j
h
(� � 1) Ĉt+j;j + F̂t

i
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b2
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